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CHAPTER I 
Il\l'"TRODUCTION 
Robert Schumann is one of the well-known composers of 
the nineteenth century, and his compositions form an integral 
part of the concert pianist's repertory. The piano is central 
'I in his composition. A large majority of his works are pieces 
for piano solo, songs for voice and piano or chorus and piano, 
chamber -works for piano duet and piano duo or with other in-
stru.ments-,_and orchestra and piano. When the piano partici-
pates in an ensemble, it al1•rays plays an important role. 
The Piano in Schumann's formative years. Schumann started 
his musical career as a pianist, and throughout his life it was 
always easier for him to express his ideas spontaneously at the 
piano than in any other medium. His-~ther decided that the 
young man, Robert, should pursue a more practical course than 
music and sent him to Leipsig where he matriculated as ttstudiosus 
jtu-istt at the university. Schumann's enthusiasm for the piano, 
however, easily absorbed his study time. 
While he neglected the scholarly pursuits his piano study 
' 
with Friedrich Wieck was quite fruitful; although the young 
Schumann was not a very diligent student. A quotation from the 
framed letter vThich he wrote to his teacher, Herr Wieck, will 
summarize the young Schumann's attitude toward music and his 
self-assurance as a performer. 
II 
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IIAh ~ what possessed me to leave Leipsig? There I had 
access to the Olympus of Husic, and you, its priest, at 
hand to lift the veil with gentle decision from the eyes 
of the dazzled novice •••• Now and again I squeeze in 
a Schubert valse between Roman law and the Pandects •••• 
I think I may say I have not lost much ground, neither 
have I made any appreciable progress •••• Without undue 
vanity, I cannot help feeling modestly conscious of any 
superiority over all the other Heidelberg pianists.n1 
The end of his career as ~ pianist. In 1830 Schumann did 
secure his mother's permission to return to Leipsig where he took 
up his residence in Wieck 1 s house. Soon, however, Schumann per-
manently injured his right hand to the point where he could not 
become a professional pianist. To provide a shortcut to a flex-
ible and strong finger technic he had used a contraption devised 
to stretch his fingers. Even though this accident ruined his 
possibility of becoming a professional pianist, Schumann still 
continued his love for the piano, and until his late years, he 
did most of his composine at the instrument. With this brief 
background of Schumann as a pianist we now turn to the main pro-
blem of this discourse • 
. The scope of this study. Schumann is a complex artist of 
the romantic era. His contribution to the field of music as a 
,i/ composer and critic is both significant and well-known. There 
are a large number of books and articles about the life and 
works of Schumann, and a number of scholarly studies have been 
made. It is not my purpose to duplicate the achievements of 
lRobert Schumann, The Letters of Robert Schumann, ed. and 
trans. Karl Storck (NewYorlc: E. P.Dutton and Co., 1907), 
p. 273. 
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these authors~ but rather I shall limit myself to a more special 
study of the published piano compositions for one or two per-
formers. 
Special consideration will be given to the use of varia-
tion techniques and other features of his piano style as they 
bear on this topic. This paper will treat not only those 
compositions which are in theme and variation form, but also 
those works which include variation ideas or techniques as a 
basic part of their structure. 
The purpose of this study is: 
1~ To analyze technically the variation works of Robert 
Schumann,. 
2. To discuss the sections of his other works that employ 
theme and variation form. 
3. To explore the use of variation principles in the compo-
sitions which are not in theme and variation form. 
4. To investigate the ways in which Schumann attains co-
herence in his piano cycles. 
5. To prove that the variation is a basic concept that 
underlies a large segment of Schumann's piano works. 
6. To establish the contribution of Schumann to the develop-
ment of variation techniques through analysis and comparison with 
the works in thiS form by his contemporaries and predecessors. 
7. To summarize the achievement of Schumann as a composer 
of variations and to clarify his style in terms of the variation 
techniques which he employs in the rest of his piano works. 
Definition of variation. At the beginning of a study of 
this type, it is necessary to present briefly the essential 
features of variation technique. Inherent in all definitions 
of this type of writing is the idea of alteration and change. 
The variation technique stands midway between repetition or 
unity and contrast or variety. Every element in a theme is 
subject to change; but if all elements are altered simul-
taneously, then the result is no more a variation but a com-
plete contrast. Something must remain constant. 
N"ot only is it necessary to relate the ensuing material 
4 
to the theme, but.there must also be a certain consistency within 
the individual section. The s~e elements must be rather uni-
formly altered or retained usually for the length of the par-
ticular variation; then a different plan is followed for the 
next section, and so on. Some of the elements which are most 
commonly subjected to change are the melodic contour, the har-
monic progressions, the figuration of the harmonies, the texture 
and the metrical or rhythmic pattern. 
There are tv-ro basic types of variation which we must con-
sider. The first is the ornamental variation which retains the 
harmonic basis of the theme and vlhich embellishes the melody 
with figurations of all types encircling the theme. The second 
is the character variation which is a plastic remodelling of the 
theme changing as it does more and diverse theme elements. 
Whereas the first type preserves generally the phrase organizatinn 
.... 
from the theme by the large number of theme elements which are 
altered. The limitation of the two variation types is not 
absolute, for composers have exercised almost infinite in-
genuity in the creation of methods to maintain a theme resem-
blance while building up a new image. 
The boundary between developmental techniques in general 
and variation techniques in particular is difficult to de-
lineate, especially when we consider some of the works o£ the 
nineteenth century composers. To be a variation, the original 
thematic material must persist in a consistent and logical way 
in each section of the composition. 1ven though the variation 
partakes of the developmental idea of selecting specific mo..; 
tives, melodic or rhythmic, from the theme, the procedure must 
be consistently carried on for a number of bars equal to or 
exceeding the length of its appearance in the theme. 
SchU!nann does not adhere to the rules of variation as 
practised by the composers of the classic period or the early 
romantic composers such as Weber, .Schubert or l'lendelssohn. 
As the study of Schumann's variations progresses, it will be-
come increasingly clear that he infuses new vigor into this 
form and that he introduces an extended concept of variation 
techniq1.1es • 
BOS.T0N UNIVERStlY 
.F.INE AND APf'Uf5> ARTS U.BRARY 
' Further attention is given to the topic nvariation versus 
Development" in Chapter V where the discussion of those works 
which deviate from the usual concept of theme and variation 
begins. 
The editions used for this study. As the basis for the 
analysis of the pianoforte works, I am using the edition in 
seven volumes published by Edwin F. Kalmus. This is a reprint 
of the Breitkopf and H&rtel publication edited by Clara 
Schumann according to manuscripts and her personal recollec-
tions. All the quotations from compositions for piano solo 
are from this source. 
Since this collection includes only works for solo piano, 
I am using the G. Schirmer Library Volume 1489 as edited by 
Edwin Hughes for the analysis of the Andante and Variations 
for two Pianos. For the complete score as originally composed 
by Schumann for two pianos, horn, and two violoncellos, I am 
using the supplement which Brahms edited for the collected 
edition of Schumann 1 s works published by Breitkopf and H~rtel. 
Two hitherto unpublished manuscripts are edited by Karl 
Geiringer. The Eight Polonaises for four Hands composed in 
1828 were published in 1933 by Universal Edition, and Schumann's 
last composition, the Variations ~ an Original Theme in Eb 
Major, was published in 1939 in its uncompleted form by Hin-
richsen Edition. 
7 
The variations in manuscript. There are four sets of 
variations that exist only in manuscript form which are listed 
here in the order of their composition. 
l. Variations on an Original Theme, Andan·be in G (1831, 
1832). 
2. Etudes in the Form of free Variations on a theme by 
Beethoven, the Allegretto from Beethoven's Seventh 
Symphony (1833). 
3. Variations on Schubert's "Sehnsuchtswalzern (1833). 
4. Three Variations on Chopin's "Nocturne in G minor, 
Opus 15, No. 311 (1834,1835). 
To the above list there might be added another composition, 
the Eight Variations for four hands on a theme of Prince Louis 
Ferdinand of Prussia, but no manuscript of this work has been 
found although we know that Schumann 1vrote such a set of varia-
tions. An entry in Schumann 1 s diary to the effect that he 
played such a piece with a fellow student, Glock, on December, 
1828, proves that such a work existed.2 
An explanation of symbols used in the analysis. In is 
necessary to explain briefly the letter symbols found in the 
analysis I have made of the various works. To designate a key 
of a section or complete work, I have used a capital letter to 
indicate that the key is a major one and a lower case letter to 
indicate that the key is a minor one. In speaking of the sec-
tions of a composition I have employed a capital nAn for the 
2Wolfgang Gertler, Robert Schumann in seinen frUhen Klavier-
werken (Inaugural dissertation - Freiburg-i. Br., 1931) 
' 
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ain theme or section and the next letters in the alphabet for 
each new section foll~ng. The lower case letters are some-
times used to indicate subdivisions. For example, if the first ection u,An is in ternary form, the subdivisions will be repre-
. ented by na, b, an. If a section is a variant of a former one, 
!he letter is retained and a prime, double.prime, etc., is 
dded. For example, if the IIAtt section is varied, it will be 
called in the first variant At; the second, A tt; the third, A3, 
etc •• 
II 
CHAPTER II 
THE VARIATIONS POPULAR DURIHG SCHUM.ANN 1 S EARLY CA.R.EER 
To form a background and frame of reference for the proper 
evaluation of Schumann 1s work in the field of the variation, it 
is necessary to survey briefly the variations composed by his 
contemporaries. The variation "'~"as one of the most popular forms 
in the third and fourth decades of the nineteenth century. The 
piano variation after Beethoven became the vehicle for the 
rising generation of virtuoso pianists. This type of variation 
was used by the increasing number of skilled pianists as a show 
piece whose primary aim was to please the public. The better 
known pianists could improvise brilliant variations on popular 
tunes that the audience would recognize. 
Frequently these technically demanding variations were 
written do~111 for the publishers who printed hundreds of them. 
Several hundred sets by one composer, Carl Czerny, were pub-
lished. In one of his essays denouncing the poor quality of 
the music of his day, Schuma:im 1-noote in a witty manner about 
the rather uneven variations of Czerny~ 
nJ:t is difficult to overtake Herr Czerny with all orie 1 s 
critical speed. Had I enemies, I would annihilate them 
in forcing them to l~sten to music· like this. The dul-
ness of these variations is indeed extraordinary.n3 
3Robert Schumann, Music and Musicians, Essays and Criti-
cism by Robert Schumann, ed. and trans. Fanny R?~ona-Rltter t:Nm7 'Yt>rk! .t!td'Ward SchU'Oerth and Co., 1880), p. 440. 
I II 
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Emphasis ~ ~ bravura style. Carl Czerny (1791-18)7), 
Franz H!lnten (1793-1878), Ignaz Moscheles (1794-1870), Henri 
(Heinrich) Herz (1803-1888), Sigismond Thalberg · (1812-1871), 
and Stephan Heller (1813-1888) are prominent among those who 
wrote variations for the piano in the,bravura style of the day. 
The emphasis on the display of technical prowess led to a 
rather hollow type of dramatic pathos'. and to a prodigality of 
means. Pianistic ttclich~sn were repeated in a routine and un-
imaginative fashion as ornaments to. phe theme in the several 
variations. 
Such titles as "Grand Bravura Variationsn and trBrilliant 
Variationstt betray the aim of the composer to impress the lis-
tener. The pianist is frequently directed to perform certain 
variations within the individual set at an unusually fast tempo 
or in a brilliant style. The famo.us pedagogue, Czerny, wrote 
tt-renty-four sets of variations en;titled, Variations Elegantes 
pour Servir d 1Etudes, Opus 706. Each set serves to illustrate 
some technical problem such as ur,epeated notes with different 
fix1gers, n 11Exercise to acquire elegance and grace, tt etc •• 
Structural design of the variations. The typical set of 
variations consists of.an introduction, a statement of the 
theme, the variations, and a concluding variation or freer 
finale. This pattern is followed by most of these writers 
mentioned in this chapter. 
It! 
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The introduction. The opening measures of a set of varia-
tions act as a sort of overture before the curtain rises on 
the theme in all its pristine simplicity. Fanfare-like chords 
or arpeggios alternating with free runs in brilliant cadenza 
style are the stock in trade of the pianist-composers. The 
II, length of the introduction varies from ·a few introductory 
chords to many pages. The style is usual~ akin to the eight-
eenth century fantasia; although certainly the introductions 
'1\ do not usually· possess the finesse_, the balance of formal 
!t 
elements and the inventiveness of the Mozart fantasias, for 
Iii example. 
The theme. Themes for the variations 1-rere usually based 
on popular tunes of the day. They were often derived from 
operas of such composers as Mozart, Herold, Bellini and Auber, 
I 
i or the themes might likely be selected from national folk songs 
I 
1 of Russia, Italy, Austria, etc.. Some of these themes are de-
lightful~ set in a simple and charming manner; others are very 
trite lending themselves only to variations of the frivolous 
sort. Here is an example of an insipid theme which Moscheles 
chose for his Variations for the pianoforte sur le Cavatine 
---------------- -----
avori te ttTu sei il mio dolce am ore_, u Opus 7. The opening bar 
bf four of~he variations is given also so that one may see at 
l glance the rather obvious treatment frequently encountered 
ln this type of writing. 
I 
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4Ignaz Moscheles) Collection complete des oeuvres compos~e 
pour le piano par J. Hoscheles (Par~s: Soci~t~ pour la Publica-
tion de Musique Classique et :Hoderne), Vol. V, p. 144 f. 
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The variations. The variations proper are usually based 
directly on the theme and follow it closely. The phrase 
structure~ the harmonic foundation and the outline of the 
melody are preserved quite faithfully. Seldom does a varia-
tion wander so far from'the theme that the listener cannot 
readily associate it with the original statement of the theme. 
The format of such variations of the popular writers is rather 
stereotyped. Each section is based upon certain pianistic 
figurations such as repeated notes~ arpeggios~ scale passages 
and runs of all ldnds. Almost always there is a "Minore 11 of 
a more serious nature in the parallel minor or relative minor 
key. The composers~.however~ usually are more effective in 
the passages exhibiting glittering technic. The slower and 
more contemplative variations serve as a foil for the more 
exciting ones. 
Like their counterparts from the classic period~ these 
variations are in one basic tonality and the harmonic pro-
gression of the theme is seldom veiled or radically changed 
beyond recognition. Alberti bass figures are often used in 
the less brilliant sections. The note values usually get 
smaller causing a general increase in the movement of the 
texture of each· succeeding variation, especially if there are 
from three to five variations. In sets that have over five 
variations this pattern is not followed. The contrast between 
succeeding variations is most often achieved by a difference 
in the figuration rather than by an essential difference in the 
content. 
\I 
1!, 
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The concluding section. The last \~riation or the finale, 
which is more free in form, is the capstone of the piece aimed 
at inciting the audience to vigorous applause. Here all'the 
tricks of the trade are used. A certain animated excitment 
pervades the typical finale. Often the. scheme is to begin 
ttpianissimon using a preponderarlce of delicate runs. Then as 
the excitement mounts, the dynamic level rises, and thundering 
chords or dashing arpeggios appear to give the final bravura 
effect. 
The finale is longer than any of the variations; sometimes 
as long as all the variations put together. The content is 
free, but there maybe frequent allusions to the theme. Ga-
denza passages in completely free style and rhythm appear 
frequently and are sometimes a whole page in length. Where-
1 
as the themes are most often in duple meter, along with most 
of the variations; the finale is characteristically in a 
triple meter, which gives a feeling of freedom and speed. 
As an example of the foregoing discussion, let us con-
sider a composition in variation form by the eminent pianist 
and composer from Germany, Henri Herz.5 Le Petit Tambour, 
Opus 41, begins 1vi th the customary introduction, in this case 
four pages long. The first period of the theme and the first 
measures of each variation are quoted on the next page. 
5The French spelling of his name and the French titles of 
compositions stem from his long ct;mnection v7ith the Paris 
onservatoire as a teacher of piano. 
II 
15 
6Heinrich Herz, Grandes variations brillantes pour le 
pianoforte, sur 1rair favori, Le petit tambour, Opus-41 \Bonn: 
S:unrock, 183?). -- --
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Altho~gh the q~otation is fragmentalJr, the reader will be able 
to see the general style and character of the variations. The 
theme has a military air. Essentially it is based on a B flat 
major triad followed by a seq~ential pattern in dotted rhythm. 
The harmonic foundation is simple, almost naive in its figura-
tion. Thro~ghout the vario~s sections the harmonic pattern 
remains essentially ~nchanged, and the phrase and period 
structure are maintained. The melody is ornamented in a rather 
obvio~s way; al~hough the composer tosses the melodic elements 
back and forth between the two hands in an interesting manner. 
The accompanying fig~res show no real inventiveness based as 
they are on arpeggios and simple diatonic runs with b~t few 
chromatic alterations. 
Herz was one of the most prolific of the variation wri-
ters being s~rpassed in quantit7 only by Czarny. Among Harz's 
first sixty-two opus numbers.~re thirty-five sets of variations. 
Even ·bhough this is not among his best variations, yet it does 
serve to ill~strate the type of relatively worthless variations 
provided for the dilettantes and the pleasure-loving a~diences 
\\ of the 1830 1 s and 1840 1 s. The ilJlrnense number of variations of 
this sort caused Hendelssohn to remark: urs Herz prejudiced 
when he says, the p~blic here Paris can understand and appre-
ciate nothing but variations?n7 
~Karl Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Goethe and Mendelssohn, trans. 
M. E. von Glel'...n (London: 11acmillan and co-=-:;-1872) pp. 46, 47. 
l\ 
CHAPTER. III 
SCHUM.~NN'S .ATTITUDE'TOWARD THE VARIATIONS OF OTHERS 
The popular variation writing o£ the day did not escape ~ Schumann1 s cogent observation nor his facile pen. In his 
critical comments about J. Benedict 1 s Introduction and Varia-
tions ~ ~ Theme by Belini~ Opus 16, Schumann observed: 
11The da~s are past when a sugary £igure, a long, rapid 
E-£lat scale, a languishing suspension, raised astonish-
ment •••• Now we ask £or ideas, inward connection, 
poetic unity, the whole bathed in £resh fancy. Other-
wise a flash in the pan, and all is over. n8 
;fith the exception of the .A.begg Variations, Opus 1, ¥hich is 
strongly influenced by Hummel and Moscheles, Schumann avoids 
he empty £igurations used by many of his contemporary com-
~osers of variations. In fact, some of his works such as the 
~lumenst'Uck would have materially improved by an expansion o£ 
J~gister and the use of more pianistic figuration. 
r ~ quest for content. Schumann decries the use of dry 
flrmulas in the writing of variations. Each work, Schumann 
i sisted, must have its own meaning, so consequently, its own 
f All mental pictures cannot be shaped to fit one or two 
s, but rather each idea must come into existence with a 
\ 8 .Robert Schumann_, Music and l'Iusicians, Essays and ?ri ti-
ci~m by Robert Schumann_, ed. and trans. Fanny Raymond Ritter 
(Nevl York: Edward Schuberth and Co., 1880), p. 427. 
~I 
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ready-made form of its own.~ In answer to a critical comment 
made by Franz Liszt, Schumann wrote a letter in which he made 
clear his search after new ideas and suitable forms in which 
to clothe them. 
11If you will examine my compositions, you cannot fail to 
find a considerable.amount of variety in them, for I have 
always sought to make each one fresh, not only in form, 
but in idea • n 10 
Immediately after the death of Beethoven, Schubert and 
lf'eber there seems to be a vacuum in the £ield of serious com-
,positions for the piano. The composers then active met the 
'1putward requirements for the classic fornis such as the sonata, 
he rondo, the concerto, and pre-eminently, the variation. 
he superficial treatment of the classic forms made the setting 
11 the more ideal for a radical reform. 
\ Robert Schumann took a leading role in establishing the 
\ew insistence upon significant ideas often based on extra-
laical sources. The articles of Schumann in his musical 
Zeitschrift fUr Musik, were glowing in their 
r 1ports of the rising generation of musicians such as Mendels-
s hn, Chopin, and later Brahms; however, the reviews of the 
t1 variations were written with a pen dipped in acid. 
9Robert Schumann, The Letters of Robert Schumann, ed. and 
ans. Karl Storck (New York! E. P.-nutton and Co., 1907, 
272-274. 
10rbid., pp. 261, 262. 
.·--------·--. -------
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Schumann gives ~ forthright opinion. The following is a 
ypical quotation from Schumann1s critical writing on varia-
tion compositions; although it must be remembered that the 
~~ariations of Heller, Thalberg, and Chopin did receive a con-
siderable amount of praise: 
"Whoever invented the first variations was certainly no 
bad fellow (and after all, was it not Bach?) ••.. But 
the actual period of the variation is approaching its 
end and making room for the capriccio. May it rest in 
peace 1• For no musical form has produced more insipid 
results than these--and so will it continue. One has 
little conception how much shameless vulgarity, how much 
// poverty has grown to rank profusion in these depths. At 
,, least before 101e had good boring German themes; now we are 
f forced to swallow hackneyed Italian ones in five or six 
watery decompositions. And lucky you are if you get off 
~rith so few~ For you can see what happens when the M"Ullers, 
the Mayers, and whatever they are called, emerge from their 
provinces 1. Ten variations, double repetitions. If only 
that were all~ But then comes the variation in the minor 
and the finale in 3/8 time--ugh 1• Not a word more ~ Into 
the fire with it all ~~~ lill . 
There is no mistaking Schumann1s great disdain for the 
s1~erfluity of the variation ~~iters and his dislike for dis-
play for its own sake. The cormnent about Bach show that Schu.TUann 
did not have an acquaintance with the important works of the 
Spanish school of the sixteenth century nor the English virginal 
school. It is interesting to note that Schumann was working on 
the early drafts of the Symphonic Etudes, Opus 13, at approxi-
mately the same time that this review appeared in his journal. 
I~Robert Schu.TUann, Robert Schumann: On Music and Musicians, 
ed. and trans. Konrad Wolff (New York: Pant,heon Books, 1946), 
p. 66. 
! 
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An evaluation., On the whole, Schumann's appraisal of the 
variations of his contemporaries is justified. His writing 
was often subjective, and he allowed his own conceptions of 
music to color his opinions. Yet, a careful reading of the 
variations which Schumann treats with disfavor substantiates 
his caustic remarks. The decades towards the middle of the 
century were ones of transitionj and Schumann, through his 
journal and by the example of his own:compositions, did much 
to forge the new concept of romanticism. 
Among the romantic composers who wrote compositions in 
variation form, Schumann stands high in his imaginative 
treatment of the theme. His variations do not have the 
obvious figurations and empty virtuosity of the variations 
which he criticizes so severe~ Because Schuman was forging 
ahead in new paths of variation writing, he was naturally more 
uncompromising in his opinions about the variations of his 
fellow composers. Schumann, and later Brahms, helped tore-
store the variation to the honored position which the form 
enjoyed in the hands of Beethoven. 
An epilogue. After listing a number of variations which 
had recently been published, Schumann makes an astute observa-
tion come to life in the words of the poet closest akin to 
Schumann's temperament: 
trThe reader would find the best possible review of nearly 
all of the above variations in Heine's lines,--
1 Black dress coats and silken stockings, 
Courtly ruffles white and thin, 
Compliments, polite embraces,--
Would these covered hearts within \1 nl2 
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12 Robert Schumann, Music and Musicians, Essays and Criti-
cism by Robert Schumann, ed. and trans. Fanny Raymond Ritter, 
p.--Ii46. 
II 
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CHAPTER IV 
COMPOSITIONS IN FORTHRIGHT VARIATION FORM 
Although Schumann's first published composition, the Abegg 
Variations, and his last composition, the Variations ~ ~ 
Otiginal Theme in Eb Major, are in variation form, Schumann has 
fewer independent variations than Haydn, Beethoven, or Brahms. 
There are only six sets of variations among the published piano 
works of Robert Schumann. They are as follows: 
l. Opus 1 - Variations on the name "Abeggn (1830) • 
2. Opus 5 - Impromptus on a theme by Clara Wieck (1st 
edition, 1832, and 2nd edition, 1850). 
3. Opus 13 - Symphonic Etudes (Etudes in the form of Varia-
tions)l3 (1st edition, 1834, republished, 1852). 
4. Opus 14 - Concerto without Orchestra (Third Grand Sonata) 
Movement III subtitled, "Quasi Variazioni, 
Andantino de Clara Wieckn (1836). 
5. Opus 46 -Andante and Variations for Two Pianos (Original 
version with French horn and two violoncellos, 
published edition of 1843 for two pianos only). 
6. Opus 118a- Children's Sonata No. 1 in G Major, Movement II, 
Theme and Variations (1853). 
7. Posthumous Variations on an Original Theme in Eb Major 
(1854, published for the first time in 1939 by 
Hinrichsen in London as edited by Karl Geiringer). 
The introductio~s. None of the variations of Schumann begin 
with an introduction except the original version of the Andante 
13In a supplementary volume published by Breitkopf and Hartel 
as a complement to Schumann's collected edition, Brahms edited 
five variations that Schumann had rejected for inclusion in either 
of the two printed editions of the Symphonic Etudes. 
~ ~riations written £or two pianos, horn and teo Violon-
cellos. The sustained introduction of eight bars was omitted 
in the two piano version that Schumann sent to the pUblishers. 
f'ther than the declamatory intrOductions commonly used by 
'ther composers o£ the period, Schumann preferred to introduce 
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he theme directly allowing it to make the initial impact upon 
he listener. The quiet dignity o£ a theme such as Schumann 
lied in the Symphonic Etudes is more forceful, indeed, than the 
bravura introductions replete with their cadenzas and brilli~nt 
p ssages. Schumann turned his back on such introductlons Whlch 
a lot of noise and really get nowhere. 
i: In writing about the composition from Which he later bor-
rored the theme for his own set of variations, Opus 13, Schumann 
gi es the following criticism to Hauptmann von Fricken: 
d d ~eelfng in the themeJ but 
"There is both character an. goo t" duction altogether, for 
I should like to l~ave out ~Iet2~ ~~y it contains too llt-
besides begi~ing_lll a~ ~~ee~e~ less~ns the impression 
tle preparatlonJ lUdee ' ld ake if it began by 
which the grave simple theme wou m 
itself.ttl4 
It is interesting to note ~i f Schumann t s themes. Source o . ------ -- S h ann avoided the use n sets of variations, c urn th in these seve f 
I Characteristic folk songs o tl. c themes or ·of ell-known opera • 
II . for his variation themes. With Schumann s fo eign origin as sources used as the 
Practise. Four themes . s this -vms common co_ · emporarle 
J 4Robert Schumann, --G rge Bell an ' f Robert Schumann, ed. and Early Letters~ d Sons 1888), p. 238. s. May Herbert (London: eo 
i\ 
\• 
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basis for variations were written by Schumann himself,--Opus 1, 
Opus 46, Opus 118a, and the Posthumous set. The theme for the 
Impromptus is taken from Clara Wieck's Romance variee, Opus 3 
which the fourteen-year old girl had dedicated to ~~. Robert 
Schumann. II Clara Wieck had composed her romance on a bass that 
was originally Robert Schumann's.l5 An nAndantinotJ of Clara 
Wieck's also provided the theme and inspiration for the varia-
tion movement of the F minor Sonata. 
The theme of Opus 13. In the printed score of the 
Symphonic Etudes a footnote indicates that nthe melody is by 
an amateur." The amateur can be identified as Hauptmann von 
Fricken, whose adoptive daughter, Ernestine, was at one time 
a special friend of the young Schumann.l6 In a letter to 
Hauptmann von Fricken, Schumann discusses the merits of the 
Captain's Theme and Variations in Q sharp minor for Flute and 
Piano from which Schumann borrowed the theme for his own varia-
tions. Schumann raises the objection that the theme savors too 
much of a variation and further states that he has always been 
nvery strict as regards themes, because the entire construction 
depends upon them.nl? 
15Kathleen Dale, liThe Piano Music,n Schumann, A Symposium, 
ed. Gerald !braham (London: Oxford University Press~ 1927), 
p. 21. 
16Ernestine von Fricken lived in the town of Asch. 
she -who is customarily associated -with the t1Estrella 11 of 
Carnaval. 
17nale, loc. cit. 
It is 
the 
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Story of the last composition. A rather pathetic nar-
rative is connected ~nth the theme of Schumann's posthumous 
Variations in ~ flat Major. The theme for these variations 
actually.is related to Schumann's own Violin Concerto composed 
a few months earlier, but he believed that he was given the 
theme in a dream in which Schubert and Mendelssohn appeared to 
him. While writing this variation set, Schumann threw himseif 
into the Rhine River. Fishermen who had witnessed the scene 
came to his rescue. Afterward Schumann added the fifth varia-
tion which was his concluding attemp~ at composition; although 
he lived tv.ro more years in an asylum. 
The chorale-like theme is accompavied by a simple chord 
structure which fills in the harmony in the style of a hymn 
played on the organ. In its quiet motion and sL~licity, the 
theme is expressive and soulful making a fitting benediction 
to Schumann's career. 
Analysis of the themes. In general, the themes which 
Schumann chooses are short, ranging ·from 16 to 32 bars in length. 
\: 
R< The structure of the themes is a binary or ternary song form which 
II 
lii 
can best be represented by letter symbols: 
Opus 5 - A, B, B, the last four measures of B are like 
the first four of A. 
Opus 13 - A, A 1 , A, An 
Opus 14 - A, A, B, B, C, C 
II 
1/ 
Opus 46 - A, B, A, B, B, A, B, A., or \l:A, B, :\11' B, A'll 
Opus ll8a- A of only sLx bars 
Posthumous in Eb Major - A, B, B 
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From the letter symbols it is easy to recognize the simple 
structure of Schumann's themes. The lucid form of the themes 
makes them particularly adaptable for variation technique. Only 
the theme for Opus 14 has three thematic elements; however, the 
last two sections are closely related to the first four bars. 
The immediate repetition of each four-bar section of this theme 
!I could be dull, but in the subsequent variations Schumann avoids 
monotony by changing the formal design of each section. The 
theme of the Abegg Variations is interesting because Schumann 
derives the "B" section of the theme by presenting the motto, 
nABEGG1t, in retrograde. 
The theme of the Impromptus. The theme presentation of 
the Impromptus on ~ theme of Clara Wieck deserves ~pecial at-
tention because of its unusual character. There is a striking 
resemblance between this work and the idea used by Beethoven 
in the HFinalell of the Eroica Symphony. In both instances the 
bass is introduced as a solo theme followed by a statement of 
the real theme in an upper register sometime later. Schumann 
presents the bass by itself, followed by a realization of the 
bass in four parts. The theme is, thus, in the soprano. 
Beethoven waits for several variations of the bass melodybe-
fore he introduces the theme. In both compositions the bass 
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melody is first sounded alone, la~er ser~ing as ~he real foun-
da~ion of ~he theme. The bass and the theme ac~ as a sort of 
double var:i.at:i.on in both "orks because· ei.ther ~he bass or the 
~heme serve as the basis for the several var:i.ations. Jn fact, 
the two elemen~s both ere ~rested ¢-th e'lual imPortance in the 
rest of the composition. 
The tempo of ~he themes. Eacb of the themes has a fa>X<Y 
------- -
slo>< ten!Po ranging frcm the •lento• of tbe Impromptu:'_ to the 
nmoderatott of the last -work of SchUro.ann
1 
s. 
The !begg variatioBs 
-
:i.s ~he only se~ that has a rap:Ld theme. The broken chord figure 
II on which the theme is based and the slo'• harmoniC rhYthm of the 
theme call for a faster tempo. 
The Abegg variations as a -whole 
!! 
-exhibi~ the influence of the more flambouyan~ variat:Lon.writers. 
SinCe Schumann h•• the conviction that the ent:Lre structure de-
pends on the theme> it is not surprising that he -writes or 
chooses themes of a serious and contemplative character. The 
themes are slow in tempo and quiet in feeling. A theme which 
is slow in tempo does allow the audience to comprehend its 
structure and contours making the variations more interesting 
at first hearing. 
The harmony· of ~ themes. The theme harmonies, for the 
most part, are clear and forthright. Each theme is divided into 
regular phrases and periods each ending with a cadence. 
Two of 
the seven themes end on the dominant harmonies which give a 
feeling of urgency about getting to the succeeding var;at· .-. J..OU. 
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None of the variation themes modulate except to the dominant; 
but the two themes in a minor key, those of Opus 13 and 14, 
lean strongly toward the key of the relative major midway in 
the theme presentation. 
The theme of the Symphonic Variations is the most elabo-
rate harmonically, for the whole variation set is the largest in 
scope. The harmonic rhythm of this theme .is a little more rapid 
than the other themes which have a characteristically slow and 
even flow of harmonies. The harmony of the theme in the sonata 
movement is the most static of all. The first eight bars of 
the theme are presented over a pedal on the tonic note, 11F11 , and 
the dominant note, "C"; the second phrase of the same length is 
sounded in unison in the three lower voices against an ostinato 
of llFtt and nAbtt; and the concluding eight bara involve only 
11 four harmonies. 
,j\ 
The rhythm of the themes. The regular rhythmic pattern of 
the theme just mentioned; i. e., 
' 
plus the slow moving harmony, gives this theme the character of 
a funeral march. The variations are of a serious nature in keep-
ing with this interpretation of the theme. The Andante and 
Variations for Two Pianos and the posthumous Variations in Eb 
Major also have a continuous tread to the rhythm and have the 
dotted eighth note followed by a sixteenth note just before the 
bar line. 
il' 
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The other variation themes have little rhythmic excite-
ment but just enough variety so that the variations may 
capitalize on the rhythmic figures. As one might expect, 
the more complicated rhythmic patterns are reserved for the 
variations proper. 
The theme melodies. Schumann realized that a successful 
theme for variations must contain brief motives which the 
listener can easily recognize as characteristic of the theme. 
When these ideas appear in the variations which follow, the 
listener's ear is gratified with thl:l.Sound of something famil-
iar. For example, the motive that the listener recognizes in 
the "Abeggn theme is the half· step upward. which opens each 
phrase and the outline of a triad in the first inversion which 
always follows. The bass of the Impromptus has its frequent 
:li !I leap of a fifth, and the theme of the Symphonic Etudes is 
l: 
l: 
loaded with such motives, which, as we shall see later, are 
used with great skill. There is not a frivolous melody among 
the variation themes. None of them have the pert air that many 
of the popular themes of Schumann's time possess. Yet each 
theme is intense in purpose, cantabile in style and suitable 
for Schumann's variation style. 
General remarks about the variations. Among the romantic 
composers active before the middle of the nineteenth century, 
Schumann stands out as the most imaginative composer of varia-
tions. In content and style he is rthead and shoulders 11 above 
I 1 the pianist-composers who wrote the superficially brilliant 
:ii 
'1\ 
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variations disc~ssed in Chapter II. Weber, Sch~bert, and to 
some extent, Mendelssohn composed variations which are based 
on eighteenth cent~ry models. Their variations are fig~ral; 
the embellishment of the melody plays a large part in their 
essentially lyric compositions. 
Three sets of Schumann's variations are in this decora-
tive style,--the Andante and Variations for two Pianos, the 
second movement of Opus 118a, and the Variations ~ ~ Original 
Theme in Eb major. The harmony of the theme and the formal de-
sign are carefully preserved. Most of the variations present 
the melodic elements of the theme so that the listener can 
readily recognize the tune. The Andante and Variations is a 
very satisfying work with color and interest, especially in 
the original version with the horn and two cellos. The pos-
thumous work is not as successful partly because of the limited 
technical requirements made upon the pianist. The variation 
movement of the children~ sonata is charming though on a dimin~-
tive scale. 
More inventive in approach are the other four sets of 
variations. The individual sections of the Abegg Variations, 
the Imprompt~s, the Symphonic Etudes, and the variation move-
ment of the sonata diverge widely from the theme often preserv-
ing only a scant relationship to the theme by the ~se of a 
characteristic motive, a reiterated interval, a harmonic pro-
gression, etc. The character or mood often changes sharply 
from variation to variation. 
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During the period when Schumann was composing the 
Symphonic Etudes, he sent to Herr Fricken the following com-
ments which are apropos: 
"As to the variations themselves, I must bring a charge 
against you which the modern school are rather fond of 
making, namely, that they are too much alike in charac-
ter. No doubt the subject ought always to be kept well 
in view, but it ought to be shown through different 
coloured glasses, just as there are windows of various 
colours which make the countr,y look rosy like the set-
ting sun, or as golden as a summer morning, etc. I am 
now real~ arguing against myself, as I have actually 
been writing variations on your theme and am going to 
call them •pathetic': still if there is anything pathe-
tic about them, tohave endeavoured to portray it in dif'-
ferent colours .n.w 
Schumann's studied attempt to make each variation fresh 
in form and idea makes it difficult to place the single varia-
tions in a neat arrangement as to type and method. At times 
it is even difficult to recognize a specific section as a 
variation. 
Schumann was reticent to label some of his variations as 
variations. One of his best sets, the Opus 5, he calls 
Impromptus while they are certainly no further removed from 
the usual concept of variations than are the Symphonic Etudes 
which he subtitles, Studies in the form of Variations. But 
even in this last named work two of the sections, Etude III 
and Etude IX, are not designated as variations, and the con-
cluding section is subtitled simply, lfFinalen. While it is 
18Robert Schumann, Early Letters of Robert Schumann, ed. 
and trans. May Herbert (George Bell and Sons, 1888), pp. 240 
and 241. 
true that these sections are further removed from the theme 
than are the.other parts which are labeled as variations as 
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well as etudes; they are clearly related to the theme in some 
definite way. 19 
The harmonic structure. For the most part, the harmonic 
structure is preserved in the succeeding variations either in a 
rather literal way or in the broad harmonic aspects of the theme. 
It is too simple to state that each variation is thus related to 
the theme, for there is great variety in the method in which 
Schumann retains a feeling of the original harmony. Occasion-
ally there is a somewhat exact repetition ot the harmony and 
the bass line of the theme, but even here the treatment is far 
from obvious. 
Schumann is especially fond of embellishing the original 
harmonic outline with colorful harmonies which fill in between 
the basic structural chords as found in the theme. Frequently 
he substitutes chords which serve the same basic function; for 
example, a supertonic harmony is used to replace a sub dominant 
one. As we might expect, the harmonic structure is also embel-
lished with various non-harmonic tones. 
19Etude III has the same underlying harmonic structure as 
the theme, and the main motive is clearly seen in the topmost 
note of measures nine to twelve of this etude. Although the 
ninth etude is far removed from the theme in most respects, yet 
there is a similarity in harmony between the theme and the etude 
which becomes clearer when we consider the following correlation: 
A - meas. 
B - meas. 
A1 - meas. 
meas. 
:·.1-16 
17-32 
33-.56 
.57-79 
correspond to theme meas. 
11 n « me as. 
" 
n meas • 
constitute a coda. 
1- 8 
9-12 
13-16 
It seems to be characteristic that the 
tions in slow tempo receive the most interesting harmonic 
treatment and, at the same time, the most widely divergent 
departure from the main harmonic outline of the theme. Two 
interesting examples of this are found in nEtude xrn from the 
Etudes Symphoniques and the ltPiu lenton from the Andante and 
Variations for Two Pianos. Sometimes the harmony is so far re-
moved from that of the theme that the relationship is remote. 
The harmonies at the beginning and at· the ends of phrases are 
more apt to agree with the original harmonies, and the converse 
is true. 
At times the whole concept of the theme is expanded by 
increasing the length of phrases. "Etude IX" from Opus 13 is 
a good example of this technique. The way in which the theme 
and the variation corresponds can easi~ be seen from the brief 
outline of the etude in Footnote 18 on the previous page. In 
general, however, Schumann preserves the harmonic outline of the 
theme, but he allows far more divergence from the actual theme 
harmonies than did Haydn, Beethoven and Schubert in their varia-
tiona. 
The key relationships within the variations. In the tradi-
tional manner, Schumann takes little liberty in his choice of 
keys within a set of variations. The majority of his variations 
are in the key of the theme, and the other keys wr~ch he chooses 
are closely re~ated ones like the dominant, the parallel minor, 
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or the relative minor or major. The variations of the Impromptus 
and the Variations ~ an Original Theme in Eb Major are all with-
in the same key. The Andante and Variations exhibit the vlidest 
key divergence from the theme with variations in the parallel 
minor, the subdominant, and temporari~, in the relative minor. 
The use of melodic material of the theme. In most of the 
variations there is a unity between the theme and the melodic 
contour of the variations. The selection of short motives from 
the theme for development is a prominent feature of Schumann 1 s 
variation technique. In three variation sets, however, Schumann 
sticks quite close to the melody of the theme in most of the 
variations,--the Andante and Variations, the theme with variations 
from the Children~'s Sonata, and the final unfinished set in Eb 
Major. The set of variations from the Children1 s Sonata are in-
deed most charming figural variations of the classic sort in 
which the theme is decorated by ornaments. 
In the Andante and Variations Schumann makes sure that the 
listener is always aware of the theme melody by the melodic im-
plications of each variation. In the sixth variation and again 
just before the coda, there is an almost literal restatement of 
the theme melody. In common with many other variation t~rks, 
the first few variations are closest to the theme in content 
while the succeeding variations are more distantly related to 
the theme. Close to the end there is a reiteration of the 
theme which serves as a reminder to the listener. 
-- :::z:; ____ !" 
&. 
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The final.section usual~ is the freest in construction 
of all the variations. The real ltfinalelt of this two piano 
work, the Andante and Variations, is not found in the printed 
edition, but it is included_in the version which adds a horn 
and two cellos to the ensemble. 
The theme of the last variation set is preserved rather 
literally in the four variations. Since this composition is 
not completed, it is impossible to say how far from the theme 
Schumann would have departed. The plan for this set is, how-
ever almost like the Andante and Variations as far as it was 
.finished. 
Hotives derived .from the theme. Rather than an elabora-
tion o.f the melody by the use o.f non-harmonic tones, scale 
passages and embellishments o.f various sorts, Schumann often 
reduces the melodic ideas o.f the theme to one or more basic 
motives upon which he builds new melodies .for the variations. 
The t1Abeggn theme is adapted to this kind o.f treatment because 
it is so easily divided into t-vm segments, the minor second. 
and a broken chord pattern. The minor second resolves upward 
to an accented beat while the chord figure, a triad in the 
first inversion, rises to a repeated note. In the lyrical 
melody of ttVariation rrrr and in the chromatic figuration of 
the next variation the rising half-step motive is expanded. 
The broken chord motive is used in the accompanying figuration. 
Other snatches of the theme are found in any voice of the tex-
ture. 
-~·-- ·-'-': 
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Unity through the~ of~ motive. Likevrlse, in the 
Symphonic Etudes Schumann uses motivic ideas from the theme as 
a basis for the variations. The descendirig broken chord of 
C sharp minor is the most prominent motive derived from the 
theme. These four notes are the generating power of almost 
every variation, and they are present in some form in every 
section. 
The foll01dng outline v1ill shmt where the germinating mo-
tive is located in each of the etudes: 
Etude I - Inverted in the notes of measure 1 (c#, g#, 
c#, e and a); also in the treble of measure 5. 
Etude II - Clearly sounded in the bass vJhich is the theme 
melody in an almost literal way. 
Etude III - Found in the topmost notes of measures 9-12 
vthich are marked llsftt so as to be clearly heard. 
Etude IV - Set forth in the canonic imitation of the theme. 
Etude V - Audible in the accented notes of the left hand 
(c#, g#, f#, and e). 
Etude VI -Almost exact theme melody in both hands. 
Etude VII - Sounded in measures 13-17 in the keys of C 
l-1ajor and B Hajor. 
Etude VIII - All the notes are present in prominent position 
in the leaping, three octave subject of the 
fughetta. · 
Etude IX - The ear hears the descending c# minor scale as 
a substitute for the motive, a descending arpeggio. 
Etude X - The melody is discernable almost literally if one 
considers the encircled notes in the following 
quotation of the melody of this etude, measures 
1-4. 
.·· -·~-~..,. ---- . . . . 
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Etude XI The theme contour is ~)reserved in ·the initial 
ther:1e measure. 
Etude XII - The rising arpe ggio fig1.1re resembles the open-
ing t~eme notive , and in measures 50-66 and again 
in 143-159 t he motive is tossed betHeen t he upper 
and middle voices. 
Other methods of melodic variation. The other vari ation s 
exhibit skil l and imagination in the use of thematic m<:r tierial pre-
sented at the outset of the 1-10rk. For a brief synopsis of a fe"t-J 
tec'1niquc s of melodic variations , let us consider the first tuo 
measures of the theme of the I nr1J romptus , Opu.s 5. 
The first f ot1r variat.ions are based p r:Li-rJ.arily on ·i:,he bass, 
vrhich p lays so prominent a part in this composition. n~Jariation vn , 
or n ore accurately , " Ir:lpror:r :)tu V11 is based on t he t heme melody only 
-. . . .., 
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1·Ji th changed r hytrun and lri th extra notes a dded. ilotice also 
t hat the accompany ing figure i n the bass is der i ved from the 
chromatic app o;:;i a turas of the theme me aE:ures t h.ree and four. 
11 VariatiOl1 VI H oi' ·chis 'itvork and man:v- ot,her oi' Schumann 1 s 
va r iation movements are for:ned on t his same :9ri nciple 'tvhich 
giveE: a c;reat dea l of latitude i n fornli1"1!3 ne1ii' melodic ideas 
based on the theme me lody. v·ihen seekine; the melody notes in 
t he sixth variation, remember t hat t he melody notes are a third 
lot-Ier beca use the section is in the re l a ti vc minor key. 
rr variatio n VIII" i llu.strates the f a ct t hat t he notes of the 
melody do not have to be in the s ame octav e or the same voice 
part. Although t he rr,ythm and harmonies a re considerably re-
moved from the t heme; the melody shine s throur,h be cause the 
principl e notes are p laced on the accented beat of the me asure 
and further em.r.;hasized by " sf' .s ". 
~ -
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To allude to t he theme the intervals are not necessarily 
the same as the theme nor are the notes exactly like t he theme. 
In "Variation rxn the melody is altered considerabl y , ye t the 
keen ear hears the relationship in spite of t he t-v.ro counter-
melodies i n the bass and so) r ano on the second sixteent h of each 
beat. 
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Often the variations seem to be free improvisations on 
the theme elements. "Variation rrrn .from the "Quasi Variazioni" 
. 
movement of the sonata is a case in point. The opening phrase 
of the theme is a five note descending passage ending with an 
octave jump downward. The soprano of the third variations be-
gins with the octave leap and continues with a downward moving 
passage on~ chromatic instead o.f diatonic. The next variation 
is formed by the same principle except that the upper note of 
the octave is preceeded by an appogiatura, the scale passage is 
again diatonic like the theme, and imitation plays an important 
part in the variation. 
The ~ of contrapuntal techniques. In matrzy- of his com-
positions Schumann employs contrapuntal ideas, and he has 
written several works in contrapuntal .forms. 20 Schumann, along 
with Mendelssohn, was one of the most ardent students of Johann 
Sebastian Bach's music. In 1832 Schumann tv.rote: 
"I have taken the fugues one by one, and dissected them 
down to their minutest parts. The advantage of this is 
great, and seems to have a strengthening effect on one's 
whole system; for Bahh "t-1as a thorough man. u21 
The use of contrapuntal devises became a feature of Schumann's 
style after his acquaintance vrith the works of the master 
craftsman, Bach. 
20six fugues on the name "Bach", Opus 60; Four Fugues, 
Opus 72; Seven pianoforte-r!eces in Fughetta Form, Opus 126; 
and Studies in ~ ~ ~ the pedalo piano, Opus 56. 
21Robert Schumann, The Romantic Composers, ed. D. G. 
Has on (New York: Hacmillan Co., l930), p. 144. 
Among the variations of Schumann, it is not surprising, 
then, to find the use of canon, imitation, and other fugal 
ideas. The first real use of contrapuntal techniques in 
Schumann's piano works is found in the Impromptus, Opus 5, 
composed in 1832. The duality of the theme,--the soprano and 
the thematical~ important bass,--gives an enriched texture to 
the composition. In the middle of the extended tenth and final 
variation,· Schumann introduces a fugue of almost one hundred 
measures. The subject consists of the first four notes of the 
bass which was introduced at the beginning of the composition. 
This is not a fughetta but an attempt to write a full fugue 
with four entrances of the subject plus a countersubject. A 
stretto begins in measure 75, and the subject enters several 
times over a dominant pedal point in the final section in 
measures 106 to 121. 
This closing impromptu is ternary in form with an opening 
and closing section that are the same; the fugue described in 
the above paragraph is in the middle. Almost every measure has 
the characteristic rhythm, ;.· n n-J ' except for the coda 
which is a simple harmonization of the theme and a restatement 
in double octaves of the bass which opens the work. 
The eighth section of the Symphonic Etudes is a fughetta 
based on a theme which leaps three octaves in a stately, dotted 
rhythm. ttEtude IV" from the same set and "Variation nn from the 
Variations ~~ ~ original Theme in Eb Major are in strict canon 
·form. The "sforzandos" of the etude, placed alternately in the 
',·· 
. . . ·> ....... 
right and left hand at strategic points of the melodic line, 
make this an effective canon for the ear of the listener as 
~ell as a compositional feat. A particularly effective pas-
sage using imitation is found in the "Finale" of the Symphonic 
Etudes. The main motive and the accompanying figure alternate 
bet~een the upper two parts while the bass sustains a pedal 
point. A similar effect is achieved in the last section of 
the sonata movement in variation form. 
It is su.rprising that 'Schumann exhibits little of his 
skill in the use of imitation and canon in the Andante and 
Variations for two Pianos, for in this medium it would be very 
effective. Instead he uses a simple ans~ering back and forth 
of the same passages in an antiphonal manner between the two 
pianos instead of an overlapping of the phrases imitative~. 
In fact, on~ one piano at a time has the main thread of the 
composition ~hile the other piano, alternating back and forth, 
plays an accompanying role. 
Rhythm and tempo of the variations. Schumann's rhythm is 
vital and alive. The rhythmic variety in the variation works 
is great and usually contrasting with the surrounding sections. 
Usually the rhythmic ideas are simple and the same idea carries 
throughout a particular variation. 
Schumann has a predilection for the dotted rhythms. Seven 
of the t~elve etudes of Opus 13 feature some form of dotted 
rhythm in almost every bar of the particular variation. Schumann 
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creates a precise effect with his rhythms, and rhythmic com-
plexity never produces a blurred effect. Occassionally one 
can find cross rhythms like five notes against sixteen or three 
against eight as found in the "Etude XIII from Opus 13, but this 
is the exception rather than the rule. 
In the Abegg Variations and the Variations ~ ~ original 
Theme in 'Eb Major the tempo fluctuates only slight~ from varia-
tion to variation, but in the other three works the tempos vary 
wide~ from the tempo o£ the theme. In the last t-vro sets of 
variations Schumann wrote, the meter does not change at all. In 
the other compositions the meter may fluctuate between simple 
and compound or between duple and triple meter. In the tradi-
tional manner the note values usual~ get smaller and the tempo 
£aster as the work progresses, thus building a climactic effect. 
The final section of the variation work. The tendency in 
each set o£ variations is to become progressively freer until 
the last variation which serves as a finale. All of the compo-
sitions,except the uncompleted last work, have extended closing 
sections whether or not the last variation is designated as a 
"Finale". The long ending section o£ the Abegg Variations is 
labeled "Finale alla Fantasia", and the final "Impromptun con-
tains a free fugue and is one hundred and seventy-five bars in 
length. But the "Finale'• of the Symphonic Etudes is the longest 
o£ all. Not counting the repeats which many performers omit, the 
brilliant and exciting etude almost equals all the rest o£ the 
eleven etudes put together ~ 
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The function of the final variation is that of a giant 
coda, to bring the composition to a satisfying close. The 
Andante and Variations suffers considerably because the one 
hundred and sixty-eight measures of the last variation, which 
can properly be termed the '*Finale", is missing. This variation, 
found in the original version with instruments, generates con-
siderable excitement with its rapid interplay of chordal and ar-
peggio figures. 
Unlike the grand variations of the composers such as 
Moscheles, Herz and HUnten, several works of Schumann end in a 
reflective mood. To be sure, the. Abegg Variations have a qy-
namic finale, but the filigree of the right hand becomes softer 
and softer during the last few scores giving the effect of a 
demure bow. 
By far the most. thrilling ending is found in the nFi.nale" 
of the Symphonic Etudes. The technical brilliance of this work 
undoubtedly makes it attractive above its fellows to both 
pianists and audiences. This etude, cast in the form of a large 
rondo, has little relationship to the theme for the most part, 
but its verve and vitality suit it admirably as a fitting climax 
for this giant among variation works. 
Pianistic consiaerations. with the exception of the Symphonic 
Etudes in virtuoso style and the movement from the children's son-
ata in simpler idiom, the variations are of moderate difficulty 
difficulty for the pianist. Schumann knows how to write idiomatic 
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piano music, that is, music whic~ sounds best on the piano and 
makes the best use of the resources of the instrument without 
causing ~ndue technical problems for the performer. Each set 
of variations has contrast and climax except the last compo-
sition which is left unfinished. 
Even in the taxing etudes which are built for the virtuoso 
pianist's technic, the musical idea is uppermost in the total 
effect instead of technical display for its own sake. After 
Beethoven the piano variation became a vehicle for the rising 
generation of touring pianists, and it was customar.y to fashion 
variations primarily for display of technic and for exhibition 
of clever pianism. Never did Schumann fall into this sort of 
variation writing, nor did he resort to using the pianistic 
"clichesn in a routine fashion. The variations of Schumann are 
exciting artistic creations as well as being good pianistic 
vehicles. 
CHAPTER V 
VARIATION PRINCIPLES USED IN NON-VARIATION WORKS 
Introduction. The aim of this chapter is to show that 
variation techniques frequently underly the structure of com-
positions which are not in forthright theme and variation form 
and also to point out that variation techniques are often used 
in sections of many non-variation works. In the previous chap-
ter we have already seen how Schumann extends the classic con-
ception of theme and variation to include wide divergences 
from theme elements. In the discussion of the variation works 
we have further noticed that Schumann himself is often reluctant 
to label certain sections as variations; for example, in the 
Symphonic Etudes. Instead of naming Opus 5 a set of variations, 
which it really is, Schumann entitles the work Impromptus on a 
theme by Clara ~· 
It is not surprising, then, to discover that Schumann in-
cludes variation principles within the structure of compositions 
which are not in variation form. It is interesting to see the 
way Schumann combines other forms with variation ideas. This 
unification of form further illustrates the tendency to unit,y 
compositional elements, an idea so common among the nineteenth 
century composers. 
Although most of the compositions contain certain variation 
elements; the works which are considered in this chapter are 
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influenced the most extensively by Schumann1 s predeliction for 
variation techniques. A study of these works will be suffi-
cient to show the variation content of a good cross section of 
Schumann's total contribution to the literature of the piano. 
The compositions and their date of composition. The fol-
- - --- . 
lowing is a list of the compositions that will be considered 
in this chapter presented in the order of their composition: 
l. Opus 17 - Phantasie (Fantasia)' n UJ.m. Legenden-Tontt . 
(1836). 
2. Opus 18 -Arabesque (1839). 
3. Opus 19- BlumenstUck (Flower Piece) (1839). 
4. Opus 23 - NachtstUcke (Night Visions) II in F Major 
(1839). 
5. Opus 26 - Faschingsschwank aus Wien (Carnival Jest 
from Vienna), I Allegro (1839). 
6 •. 0pus 28- Drei Romanzen (Three Romances), III in B 
Major (1839). 
All of the above compositions stand approximately in the 
middle of Schumann 1s output for the piano. The GesUnge der 
.. 
FrUhe (Morning Songs), Opus 113, exhibits many variation rea-
tures in common with the above list, but a discussion of this 
work is more appropriate in the following chapter which deals 
more directly with the piano cycles. All three sets of piano 
pieces in theme and variation form were completed before the 
compositions listed above. The Andante and Variations for two 
Pianos, Opus 46, is essentially a chamber work which was writ-
ten during the time when Schumann's attention was ~urning to 
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chamber works, most of which included the piano in the instru-
mental ensemble. 
The years 1838 and 1839 were most fruitful in terms of 
piano compositions. With the exception of the Fantasia, 
Opus .17, all eleven of the piano works from Opus 15 to Opus 32 
were completed during these two.years. Schumann moved in 1838 
from Leipzig to the Austrian capital in the hope that he could 
transfer the publication of his musical journal, the Neue 
Zei tschrift f'Ur Musik, to Vienna. He ,had in mind also to im-
prove his financial situation and to increase his artistic 
reputation sufficient~ to overcome Herr Friedrich Wieck's 
opposition to his marriage with Clara, but this plan proved 
quite unsuccessful. 
In spite of discouraging circumstances, a large number of 
significant piano pieces were composed during this period, among 
them five of the compositions on the list to be discussed in 
this .. chapter. After the year 1839 Schumann returned on~ inter-
mittently to composing for solo piano. More often he used the 
keyboard instrument with other instruments or voice. 
Variation versus development. Before the main analYsis of 
the works under discussion in this chapter, it is necessary to 
r~iterate the essential points of comparison between the varia-
tion technique and the developmental technique. The classic 
concept Of variation form requires a formal statement of the 
theme followed by the variations in clearly distinct sections. 
•, 
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If we use the term ttvariatic.mtt in a broader sense, any passage 
in which the cpmposer employs the principle of preserving cer-
tain thematic elements intact while the other elements are 
varied can be labeled as a variation in principle. 
There are several basic differences between variation and 
developmental techniques. While the idea of variation strongly 
implies a preservation of some of the main elements of the theme, 
the idea of development involves a breaking down of the original 
idea into fragments which are recombined in a new manner. If 
one or more of the theme elements such as the structure, the 
harmony, the melody, or the bass is preserved, the composer has 
already placed certain restrictions upon himself and the final 
result will have to resemble the theme somewhat. 
On the other hand, if the composer selects only a charac-
teristic harmonic sequence, a prominent motive, or a distinctive 
rhythm for use in the subsequent sections of the composition, the 
result will be a development of ideas from the theme and not a 
variation. The variation technique usualzy uses the same com-
bination of varied and retained elements for a length of time 
equal to or longer than the duration of the initial theme, while 
the development section of a composition may present any of the 
components of the theme in any order or for any length of time. 
The variation often is far from the theme and quite independent, 
but the true development creates a dynamic tension by contrasting 
the different thematic ideas. 
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The purpose of the variation is to present contrasting 
ideas of the theme to the listener as though he were viewing 
the theme through a kaleidoscope, yet dwelling a certain while 
on each new pattern. The development, on the other hand, us-
ually serves to drive home one unified presentation of the 
ideas inherent in the main thematic material even though the 
action of the drama moves swiftly. In the development section 
of a sonata-allegro movement, for example, the dramatic unity 
of the composition is enhanced by an intensification of the 
components of the themes presented in the exposition. The 
variation technique makes use of the change of single elements 
or a combination of changes with the other elements remaining 
constant; whereas, the development definitely evolves or re-
forms the thematic elements. During the study of the piano 
cycles it will become evident that Schumann often combines 
these two ideas so that the result is somewhere in between the 
variation and developmental techniques. 
Evolution of Schumann's variation techniques. In the style 
of Schumann we notice an increasing freedom in the use of varia-
tion techniques. From our previous discussion of the theme and 
variation works, we have seen that the Abegg Variations, Opus 1, 
is the strictest set of variations which Schumann wrote for solo 
piano except for the posthumous set. The Impromptus, written two 
years later, show a more flexible style and technique. At another 
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two year interval, the Symphonic Etudes, Opus 13, represent a 
still freer concept of variation writing to the point that 
Schumann hesistated to label some of the sections variations 
at all. Each set, with the exception of the unfinished Eb 
Variations at the end of his career, marks a further departure 
from the normal practise of variation v~iting as exemplified 
by the classic composers who preceded Schumann. 
In the analysis of the compositions which appear in the 
list for this chapter we shall see a continuation of this 
trend toward greater freedom in the use of variation tech-
niques. As we might expect, there is a wide variety in the 
manner in which Schumann employs the variation techniques 
since the form is free, i. e., not bound by the classic de-
finition of a theme followed by a formal set of variations. 
The variation works cannot be placed in a~ single category, 
as we have seen. Even to a greater ,extent, the compositions 
which use variation principles present a divergence of form 
and style. 
Programmatic content. Looking over the titles of the com-
positions to be discussed in this chapter, one would expect to 
find stories connected with them, or at least programmatic con-
notations. However suggestive their titles may be, there is 
little extra-musical meaning to the various sections of these 
works. If we accept the witness of the composer, the titles 
will not be especially significant for the performer or the 
listener except as a name suggestive of a mood and as a spring-
board for the imagination. 
In a letter to a Belgian friend, Simonin de Sire, Schumann 
wrote: 
"You inquire so kindly about rrry new compositions. The 
following have been published; Opus 14, ttiCinderszenen"; 
Opus 16, "Kreislerianan; and Opus 17, "Phantasietr in 
three movements. In four or five weeks Mechietti will 
publish Opus 18, nArabeskett; Opus 19, "Blumensttlck; 
Opus 20, 11Humoresken here •••• The titles of all rrry 
compositions never occur to me until I have finished com-
posing • n22 
These words were penned March 15, 1839, at the very time which 
Schumann was composing most of the compositions under discussion 
in this chapter. 
It is note'toJ"orthy that Schumann did frequently assign poetic 
titles to his short pieces or larger works which are made up of 
smaller descriptive sections. The titles,--Flower Piece, Night 
Visions, Carnival Jest, etc.,--connote the character of the 
piece and give little or no clue to the musical form. Schumann 
does not use such titles as Nocturne, Mazurka, Ballade or 
Scherzo so frequently employed by Chopin and the other romantic 
composers. 
It follows, then, that we must consider such works as the 
Blumenstilck as a character piece with an essentially lyric na-
ture. Just as the romantic poets of the nineteenth century 
crystallized an emotion in a quatrain of lyric poetry, so 
Schumann could sketch a purely musical idea in a few brief 
phrases. As models for the expression of an intimate idea 
within a miniature form, Schumann could have studied the three 
22Robert Schumann, Robert Schumann: On Nusic and Husicians, 
ed. and trans. Konrad tv·olff (London: DennisDobson, 1956), p. 2$9. 
sets of Bagatelles by Beethoven or the Schubert Homents 
musicaux and Impromptus. It is an interesting fact that 
Chopin published his set of miniatures, the Twenty-four 
Preludes, in 1839, the year in which most of these composi-
tions of Schumann were composed and published. 
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Suites of smaller pieces. It is typical that Schumann 
groups several character pieces together in a string, binding 
the segments together with a poetic title. The BlumenstUck is 
suet a cycle with each section separated by a double bar and 
marked with a Roman numeral and a tempo indication. Even 
though the sections are thus separated, the composer intends 
that the performer continue with little or no break between 
sections, each one flowing into the next. 
The Three Romances, on the other hand, could be performed 
separately because they are more independent of each other. 
These pieces are longer than the subdivisions of the previous 
work, and they have conclusive endings with a heavy double bar. 
These trromancestt are constructed so that they sound well fol-
lowing each other, and indeed, Schumann probably intended them 
to be performed as a group. 
Stylistic features. The general style of the compositions 
of this period around 1838 is characterized by an increasing 
fluidity and grace. In a letter dating early in the year 1839, 
Schumann comments on his own manner of composing: 
"I dare say you will find that my style keeps getting 
lighter and softer. Formerly I used to ponder a long 
time; n01r1 I hardly correct a single note. Everything 
comes to me spontaneously, and I feel as if I could go 
on playing for ever, arid never come to an end.n23 
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A calm, intimate expression pervades the Flower Pieces, 
the Arabesque, and the second movement of .the Fantasy. The 
ttcantabilelf treatment of the melody with a figural accompani-
ment often reminds one of the art song. The even flow of the 
melodies is'supported by an equally smooth bass line, and, for 
the most part, the chords fill in the harmony on the weak part 
of the beat. The texture of the more intimate pieces tends to 
be somewhat lean and devoid of such flourishes as ornaments, 
scale passages, or arpeggio figures. 
Even the dynamic level can be very restricted as the 
Flower Pieces illustrate. Except for occassional llfortesn 
and a single nrortissimo" of two bars duration at the climax, 
the dynamic level is basical~ ttpianon in this composition. 
The Night Pieces, the Romances, and particularly the Carnival 
Jest from Vienna exhibit wide variety in dynamics with more fre-
quent changes from one level to another. In general, however, 
much of the driving force of the earlier compositions is not 
evident among this group of compositions. 
23Robert Schumann, The Life of Robert Schumann Told in his 
Letters, ed. and trans. May Herbert {London: R. Bentrey:-and Son, 
1890), p. 211. 
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The themes. There is no formal statement of the theme as 
such in these compositions because they are not in forthright 
theme and variation form. However, at the outset of the com-
position Schumann states his main thematic material in a manner 
that reminds one strongly of the theme statement in the more 
direct examples of the form. The quasi themes for variation 
consist of the first four to twent,r-four measures of the com-
position, as the case may be. As is true for most good themes, 
the variation malo~ is direct, simple and easily retained in 
the memory. There is some identifying feature such as a down-
ward leading diatonic line, a repeated arpeggio figure, an 
emphasized rhythmic idea, etc. Characteristically the melody 
lies in the middle register of the keyboard and in the soprano 
voice. The harmony is usually uncomplicated,and the bass is 
smooth, underlining the basic harmony. There may or may not be 
a double bar at the close of the theme presentation. 
Since these works are not labeled as variations, we would 
not expect to find themes which are borrowed from other com-
posers and sources. The themes are all by Schumann himself. 
Each work is highly individual in the manner in which the 
thematic elements are employed in the rest of the piece, yet 
there are certain techniques which Schumann employs that will 
be more apparent as the compositions are analYzed in detail. 
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"Variations, but not ~any theme?" To obtain a better 
idea of what Schumann• s attitude was toward this type of com-
position and its theme, let us consider a statement which he 
made in a letter vr.ritten to Clara Wieck early in the year 1839. 
"I have finished Variations1 but not on any theme, and 1Guirlande,' as I am going ~o call it, everything is 
interwoven in such a peculiar way. Then there is a 
Rondolette, a little thing, and I am going to take all 
the small pieces, of which I have so many, run them near-
ly together, and call them, 'Kleine Blumenstttcke, 1 as if 
they were pictures. Do you like the name?n24 
The editor of the collection of letters in which this one 
is quoted provides a footnote which says, "Probably the piece 
which was published under the name of •Arabeske,' Opus l8.n25 
After studying the piano works composed in that year which 
might aUEn~er to the description, one can see the evidence con-
elusively points to the Blumenstnck as the composition to 
which Schumann referred as "variations, but not on any theme." 
The Arabesque does possess a certain inter-relation of parts 
and shows a certain leaning toward the variation form, but the 
Blumenstttck exhibits a structural unity through a use of varia-
tion principles as we shall see in the subsequent analysis. 
And does not the proposed name "Guirlandett, 11Garlandn, mean 
essentially the same as a collection of flol'll'ers arranged in a 
graceful fashion? 
24Robert Schumann, Early Letters of Robert Schumann, ed. 
and trans. May Herbert (London: George Bell and Sons, 1888), 
p. 286.? 2~Ibid. 
------- ---- -
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Analysis of the BlumenstUck. It -will be easier to under-
stand Schumannts use of the variation in compositions which are 
not essentially in theme and variation form if we analyze care-
fully one of these compositions in detail. Let us consider as 
an example the BlurnenstUck, Opus 19. Although this composition 
does not out\vardly appear to be in variation style, it does 
possess many features of theme and variation form. 
The BlumenstUck is divi ded into sections, each clearly 
marked "lvith a Roman numeral and separated by a double bar. 
Section I presents the theme which is used as a basis for the 
entire work. ll of this f irst section arises from the theme, 
which we shall call Notive I, whose features are an eighth note 
upbeat, an upward jump of a fourth and a descending, diatonic 
line fill i ng in the fourth just skipped. Here is the theme as 
announced in measures one and tv10: 
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Schumann saves the clear statement of the second important 
motive for Section I I. Notice, however, that the descending 
line and the rhythm of Motive II are derived from the tenth 
measure of Section I. 
A further thematic connection with the first section is f ound 
in the bass "l"lhich accompani es Hotive II quoted above, i. e., the 
fourth leap up-.mrd and the melodic figure which follows. 
The subsequent sections all employ these t1o~o motives as a 
germinating idea. Section IV presents ideas from l'iotive I and 
I I in close juxtaposition in the righ·jj and left hands, and also 
in inversion. The freest use of the thematic material is found 
in Section V, yet the motives are audible to the listener though 
in a modified form. Section VI features the two motives in com-
bination, making it difficult for the ear to tell just Y.Ihich 
motive is being developed. Measures ll9-l26 exhibit one of 
Schumann's favorite ideas, the presentation of the thematic 
material in canonic imitation. 
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The several main sections are not only related by the use 
of these two prominent motives, but also by a similarity of 
harmony and structure. In some phrases there is a close re-
semblance to the original harmonic plan, and in others the 
similarit,y is not as pronounced. Each section is in a small 
ternary form in which the second "au is a variant of the ini-
tial measures of the section, but the number of measures in 
each component part varies considerably. 
An outline will present in a vivid manner the logical 
structure of this composition. The analysis of the Blumen-
stttck in this manner will make the variation character of 
the whole work more apparent •. The Roman numerals are those 
assigned by Schumann in the score; the small letters directly 
following indicate the internal structure of each section. 
The measures are numbered consecutively throughout the com-
position. 
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Outline of the BlumenstUck. 
--
Section Key Number of Measures Comments 
Measures 
I a Db 8 1-8 Main motive of the composi-
tion, Motive I 
b f 6 9-14 Basis for Motive II in m. 10 
a• Db 8 15-22 Repetition of nan, but varied 
II a Ab 10 23-33 Motive, m. 23, 24 
b E 8 33-38 Based on Motive II 
ar Ab 4 39-43 Almost like nan 
III a Db 8 43-50 Motive I, descending chromatic 
line instead of diatonic 4th 
b bb 4 51-54 
jump in bass 
Based on Hotive II 
a• Db 8 55-62 Slight variant of nan 
II Ab 10 63-73 A literal repetition of m. 23-33 
IV a Db 8 73-80 
b Ab ? 8 81-88 All based on Motive I 
at Db 8 88-96 
Va eb 4 97-100 Variation of material in 
b Ab 4 101-104 Motive I 
a' eb 4 105-108 
II bb 10 109-118 Almost literal statement of Sect. 
(Minora) II in contrasting tonality of bb. 
VIa Db 8 119-126 Motive I, canonic imitation 
b Ab ? 8 127-134 Based on Motives I and II 
a• Db 8 135-143. i·iotive I used in free manner 
II a Db 4 143"'146 Close to a restatement of II b Ab 6 147-152 Motive I and II freelY combined 
a• Db 5 153-156 Serve as a coda 
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The form of the BlumenstUck. From the foregoing outline 
it is apparent that the form is a combination of rondo and 
variation elements. The appearance of a second theme in a 
distinctly new section, which is subsequently repeated almost 
literally twice again, gives to the listener a rondo ~dea. 
However, the fact that Section II is distinctly a variant of 
the motives presented in Section I and the fact that either 
the first motive or the second motive or both motives are used 
in each section lead one to believe that this work is a set 
of variations on one theme or on two themes. 
It is possible to view the Blumenstttck as a set of varia-
tions on one theme, since the second motive arises from the 
first and is so closely connected to it. Or it can be thought 
of as a set of variations on two themes, because the second 
motive makes several solo reoccurences and because Schumann 
frequently uses Motive I and II concurrently. Indeed, the ini-
tial four notes of the first motive serve as the bass of Motive 
II almost every time that motive occurs. 
The Variation Technique ~ ~ unifying principle. In the 
Blumenstttck Schumann demonstrates his ability to evolve a 
closely knit form by using up the motives found in a brief, 
eight-bar phrase. The result, nevertheless, is not a monu-
mental development such as we find in the sonata-allegro move-
ments of Beethoven, but a sectionalized, variation-type com-
position with a basically lyrical conception. 
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Though Schumann uses in the work we have just analyzed a 
melody capable of motivic development, yet he chooses to re-
form the motives into new melodic phrases preserving almost 
monotonous~ the same accompanimental idea. Hence, the overall: 
form of this composition must be conceived as a combination of 
rondo and variation elements, though it is not a strict example 
of either form. 
The mixture of rondo and variation. All of the compositions 
discussed in this chapter except the second movement of the 
Fantasy have a rondo character. The following ana~sis of the 
form by letter symbols will present in a readily understandable 
format the similarity of their structure: 
1. Arabesque -A, B, (Minora I), Transition, A, c, (Minore 
II), A, Coda. 
2. BlumenstUck - A, B, A1 , B, Att, Ant, B (Minore), A~n, B. 
3. NachtstUcke No.2- A, B, A1 , C, B1 , A'. 
4. Faschingsschwank -A, B, A', c, A, D, E, Afl, F, A, Cod.a (D, D, & A"). 
5. Romance No.3- A, B, A1 , c, (Intermezzo I), A1 , D 
(Intermezzo II), B, A1 • 
This combination of the rondo and variation form is often 
found in the rondo movements of works in sonata form during the 
classic period. To vary the "A" section upon its successive 
repetitions is an artistic device frequently used. In Schumann 
works the rondo pattern is unpredictable. The sections are of 
widely varying lengths, the reoccurences of the main theme are 
somewhat irregular, and the sections seem to evolve from the 
main theme and its melodic, harmonic and rhythmic features. 
Rather than using the rondo as a more or less standard form, 
Schumann employs it as a unifying principle to tie together 
his poetic ideas. 
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Variation principle gives unity. The variation principle 
serves as a device which helps to give coherence to Schumann's 
character pieces. Usually all of the sections of the rondo 
have the flavor of the main theme or are outright repetitions 
or variations of the theme. The Nachtst~cke No. 2, for example, 
is composed of segments from eight to twelve measures in length. 
There is no pause between these sections or, necessarily, a 
strong cadence; therefore, this suggested division into sections 
is somewhat arbitrary. Nevertheless, each of these units serves 
as a quasi variation because some of the elements of the theme 
are preserved and other elements are varied in a free manner. 
A few times the same unit is repeated literally, but almost al-
ways the eight to twelve-bar units are varied considerably from 
the original statement of the theme. The contrasting ncu sec-
tion of the rondo is the only one that does not use this varia-
tion form. 
In an article about the "Formal Characteristics of Robert 
Schumann t s Piano l-iusic", Richard Hohenemser calls attention to 
this combination of the rondo and variation form. 
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''Wt:thrend Schumann in dieser Romanze nur einen Anlauf dazu 
nimmt~ die Rondo--uns die eigentliche Variationen--form 
zu vereinigen, eine Verbindung, zu welcher das Streben 
nach Verwandtschaft der Bestandteile des ~ondos fast not-
wendig fUhren musste, wird diese Vereinigung konsequent 
und mit h6chster kUnstlerischer Wirkung im ersten Satz des 
"Faschingsschwanks", Opus 26, durchgefUhrt.n26 
Programmatic implications of Opus 26; The Faschingsschwank 
~ ~ needs special comment because of its unusual poetic 
connotations of the first movement and because of its larger 
scope and form. The Carnival Jest from Vienna is really a large 
romantic sonata in five movements. The opening movement is in 
rondo form and the closing movement in a rather strict sonata-
allegro .form. The three central movements,--"Romance," 11Scherzo," 
and "Intermezzo'', --are really short character pieces which serve 
as contrasting movements. The title of this piece is suggestive 
of the excitement and good time enjoyed by the whole populace at 
the time of the Mardi Gras. In Catholic Austria, Schumann found 
a different kind of gaiety than that of Lutheran German,y, which 
he expressed already in the Carnival, Opus 9. 
The first movement is the only one related to the study of 
the variation techniques. The revelry of the carnival with its 
complicated celebration involving music, drama, pantomime and 
the dance is expressed in this rollicking ttAllegro". In between 
the reoccurances of the main march-like theme, Schumann depicts 
the various aspects of the merrymakin& or, in other scenes, he 
paints caricatures of people one might see celebrating in the 
26Richard Hohenemser, "Formale Eigent11mlichkeiten in Robert 
Schumann's Klavierm:usiktt, Adolf Sandberger Festschrift Zum 50. 
Geburtstag, (Hof-Musik-Verlag von E'erdinand ZJ.erfuss, 1'9'I8');-p. 31. 
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streets. A French patriot .seems to appear during the marching 
section which begins in the key of F Sharp Major about the mid-
cUe of the movement. As the parade reaches him, he bursts 
forth into singing the opening strain of. "La Marseillaise. u 
It may be that Schumann inserted this allusion to the French 
National Anthem as a sly revenge against the Austrian censor 
who enforced many political restrictions including a ban against 
so revolutionary a sentiment as the !'Marseillaise .u 
The form of the Vienese Carnival. Of all the works dis-
cussed in this chapter, it is most difficult to establish that 
Schumann employed variation techniques in the first movement of 
the Faschingsschwank ~ Wien. Yet close analysis may reveal 
that here Schumann continues his mental habit of varying mate-
rial which be presents at the outset of a composition. The 
overall picture of the form of this movement is a rondo. There 
are two exact repetitions of the main theme and three other ap-
pearances of the theme which are variants of it. In between 
these occurences of the theme the composer presents imaginative 
episodes which are somewhat related to the main theme. While 
these sections are not variations in the conventional sense of 
the term; characteristic motives, rhythmic figures, harmonic 
patterns, and structural elements from the main theme serve to 
unify the movement through a common source of inspiration. In 
letter symbols the form would be thus: A, D, A', D, A, D, E, 
An, Coda (D, D, & A"). 
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Even within the smaller units of the form we see this sam.e 
mixture of rondo and variation. Section flFtt in Eb Najor, v1hich . 
is just before the Coda, is a miniature rondo with three state-
ments of the main section (a, b, a, c, a, c, Coda). Because 
the contrasting sections, "b, c, and d,n all grow out of the 
rhythmic and melodic ideas of ••all, Section ttFII is a miniature 
rondo-variation form reflecting in a microcosm the overall form 
of the movement. This work is analyzed from the variation point 
of view only to show to what extent the musical thinking of 
Schumann is colored by this principle of variation v~iting. 
The theme as the central idea. By the use of a common 
source of inspiration, the main theme, Schumann redeems the 
unity of form of an otherwise loosely strung together set of 
small character pieces. In the.Vienese Carnival the monotonous 
repetition of the march-like main theme would be too much with-
out the use of the variation principle. \mile it is true that 
Schumann1 s writing in this work is far removed from the clear 
variation form and technique of the Abegg Variations or even 
the freer Symphonic Etudes, yet here there is an extension of 
the principles which we have already discovered to be frequent 
in Schumann's non-variation works. 
In the composition in which the variation serves as a 
unifying principle it is often difficult to say that in this 
or in that phrase there is a variation of the theme with cer-
tain elements retained and other elements varied; still the 
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listener always has the impression that he h~s heard this idea 
before. Sometimes the use of the thematic material resembles 
real developmental techniques, but more often the use of the 
theme ideas resembles a miniature variation. The main sections 
of the rondo are usually varied, and the contrasting sections 
are also related in some way to the theme. 
Variation within shorter sections. In some works such as 
the Fantasy, the Arabesque and the Vienese Carnival, smaller 
sections within the larger .form are miniature sets of variations. 
Notice how often Schumann starts to repeat the theme only to in-
troduce a delightful variation of the second part of the phrase 
or section. The Arabesque contains some particularly beautiful 
instances of this subtle variation of thematic material from 
phrase to phrase. The "Minora rn .all grows out of the opening 
eight-bar phrase which is repeated. After four brief variations, 
each the length of the theme, the melody is repeated intact with 
a few extra harmony notes to give fullness to the texture. 
~ movement of the Fantasy in variation form. The second 
section of the Fantasy, "lm Legenden-Tontt, presents a heroic 
tale from the romantic past in the form of a theme with varia-
tions. Schumann did this also in the third movement of the 
sonata, Opus 14, and in the child1 s sonatina~ Opus ll8a. In the 
Fantasy, however, he does not label the movement nor give any hint 
that it is in variation form. When the plans were laid to contri-
bute this work as a memorial to the Beethoven Monument, the 
composer intended to entitle this Fantasy movement, "Triumphal 
Arch". The solemn tribute and the poetic ideal of heroism is 
beautifully expressed through the medium of variation technique. 
This movement of the Fantasy possesses many of the features 
of theme and variation form. After four introductory measures, 
the eight-measure theme is stated in a forthright manner. Be-
cause there is no clear demarkation between the sections, and 
because this work is not usually approached from a variation 
point of view, an outline which follows will serve as a guide. 
Introduction - 1-4, Theme motives presented in the key of 
the dominant. 
Theme - 4-12. (c), Based on c minor arpeggio and diatonic 
dovm from g to c in soprano. 
Var. I - 12-20 (c to G), Theme in soprano, new r'iguration 
in bass. 
Var. II - 20-28 (c), Theme altered so that characteristic 
intervals and harmonies heard, a low c pedal in the 
bass. 
Var. III - 28-36 (f), A rather free interpretation of the 
theme using some melodic fragments and some harmonies 
of the theme. 
Var. IV- 36-45 (c), Continuous 16th note motion in octaves 
while other parts exploit arpeggio character of theme. 
Var. V - 45-51 (c), Theme quoted literally with different 
figuration. 
Transition of two measures leading to Db. 
Var. VI - 53-66 (Db)~. Theme of soprano quoted from previous 
movement m. 41-44, figuration is the same as preceding 
variation. Notice similarity between the borrowed 
theme and the theme for these variations. 
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Var. VII- 66-76 (c), Upward leap of a fourth with its tonic 
and dominant harmonies kept while chromatic inter-
harmonies give interest. See how the bass completes 
the downward line of the last theme measure before con-
tinuing chromatical~. 
Var. VIII~ 76-84 (c), A sequential treatment of motives and 
harmonies of the theme, ttffn and with rhythmic force. 
Coda - 84-96 (c), After a three bar cadenza on a diminished 
7th harmony, an abbreviated version of the theme is 
twice heard. 
This analysis reveals a superb example of variation tech-
nique, yet because this is in no way indicated in the score, many 
readers and listeners are apt to miss its beautiful variation 
structure. No formal statement of the theme nor pauses between 
sections marked by double bars mar the poetic continuity or dra-
matic flow of this music. 
SUim!lary and cortclusion of the chapter. It would be falla .. 
cious to believe that Schumann had a complicated outline in mind 
as he l'1l'ote the compositions discussed in this chapter. The 
beautiful~ spontaneous expression so prominent in Schumann's 
. . 
style would be lost should the composer essay to squeeze his 
thoughts into a rigid mold. One may well agree with Joan 
Chissell's comment on the form of Schumann's piano music: nrt 
was the musical delineation of the feeling itself which mattered 
to him; the •working-out• of the initial ideas was secondary.u27 
\'lb.at does matter is the fact that the variation v1as a habit of 
27 Joan Chissell, Schumann (London: J. H. Dent and Sons, 
Ltd., 1948), p. 108. 
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mind with Schumann. It doesn't matter whether he m~ or may not 
have envisioned a form such as the one suggested in the outline 
presented for the Blumenstttck. 
In spite of the inherent logic of the formal structure with . 
its complicated inter-relation of theme and variation techniques, 
the total effect upon the listener is a delightful fantas.y based 
on a central melodic idea. The flowers which make up the 
Blumenst1!ck are a single bouquet of the same kind of flowers, 
yet how beautifully variegated in their details and individual 
charm. 
A large majority of the unpublished sketches of Schumann's 
early years are in theme and variation form, and in the previous 
chapter we discussed the compositions in theme and variation 
form, most of which were composed in his earlier years. Now we 
have seen that in the piano works from Opus 18 onward, variation 
techniques play a prominent part in Schumann's thinking. In 
her article on Schumann's piano music, Kathleen Dale suggests 
that the variation enters significantly into the thinking of 
Schumann: 
"The conception of variation in its vddest sense, however., 
exerted a powerful influence upon his imagination, condi-
tioning his use of musical material and even becoming a 
habit of mind.n28 
In spite of the dependency upon the theme as his source of 
inspiration, the variation technique gives to.Schumann the 
28Kathleen Dale, "The Piano 1-iusic", Schumann, a Symposium, 
ed. Gerald Abraham (London: OXford University Press; 1952), p. 13. 
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greatest freedom while acting as a unifying agent to the whole 
composition. At the same time that the theme serves as a 
driving force in the evolution of the successive poetic pic-
tures it also acts as a catalyst which pervades the whole work 
and draws it together. Thus we see that the variation is ex-
alted as a common formation principle in a large segment of the 
piano works of Robert Schumann. 
-------------
CHAPTER VI 
SCHUMANN'S PROGRAMMATIC ALLUSIONS 
Before turning to an actual analysis and discussion of the 
piano cycles of Robert Schumann, it is necessary to investigate 
brief~ the background for the ma~ extra~usical ideas alluded 
to in the compositions to be discussed. The inner poetic idea 
definitely affected the form of a large number of Schumann's 
piano creations. Since Schumann often employed variation tech-
niques to convey his thoughts and make them intelligible to the 
performer and listener alike, it is necessar.y to investigate 
this phase of Schumann's art. 
Effect of environment on Schumann's music• In his every-
day life Schumann was very aware of the world around him; and 
this broad interest in current events and musical trends in 
particular direct~ influenced his music. The diaries, the 
correspondence and the articles of Schumann show his keen in-
terest in contemporary musical events and in a special way act 
as an autobiographical commentary on his artistic endeavors. 
The following quotation from a letter to Clara Wieck dated 
April 13, 1838, gives a striking insight into the mind of 
Schumann as well as providing us with a commentary on his opi-
nion of his contemporaries: 
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UNow just look at your old Robert. Is he not just the 
same trifler, joker, and teller of ghost stories? But I 
can be very serious too, and sometimes for days together; 
but don't let ~hat alarm you, for it is only when my mind 
is at work, and I am full of ideas about music and my com-
positions. I am affected by everything that goes on in 
the world, and think it all over in my own way, politics, 
literature, and people, and then I long to express my feel-
ings and find an outlet for them in music. That is why my 
compositions are sometimes difficult to understand, because 
they are collrlected with distant interests; and sometimes 
striking, because everything extraordinary that hapoens im-
presses me, and impels me to express it in music.n29 · 
As Schumann continues, he draws a line of distinction between 
his own compositions and those of some of his contemporaries. 
"And that is why so few (modern) compositions satisfy me, 
because, apart from all their faults of construction, they 
deal in musical sentiment of the lowest order, and in com-
monplace lyrical effussions. The best of what is done here 
does not equal my earliest musical efforts. Theirs may be 
a flower, but mine is a poem, and infinite~ more spiritual; 
theirs is a mere natural impulse, mine the result of poeti-
cal consciousness. I did not realise all this while I ~m 
composing; it comes to me afterwards; you who are at the 
top of the tree, will understand what I mean.n30 
Schumann was in earnestness about his role as a poet-
musician. The apparent egotism of this paragraph is not offen-
siva when one considers that this is a confession to his most 
intimate friend to whom he was betrothed. The date of this let-
ter is significant because it is during this year and the fol-
lowing one that a large number of the significant piano cycles 
were composed. These extended piano works exhibit a closely knit 
organization of material and a wealth of extra-musical connota-
tiona. 
29Robert Schumann, Early Letters of Robert Schumann, ed. and 
trans. May Herbert (London: George Belr-and Sons, 1888), p. 270. 
30Ibid. 
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It is a generally accepted observation that instrumental 
music during the romantic era is closely linked to poetic 
ideas. Keyboard music has often exhibited programmatic ten-
dencies long.before the nineteenth century. Consider, for 
example, the pieces o£ the French clavecinists of the seven-
teenth century, the works o£ the English virginal school o£ 
Elizabethan times, or the narrative Biblical Sonatas o£ the 
German composer, Kuhnau. If this tendency toward programma-
tic representation were the most important criteron, Schumann 
would certain~ be considered the most romantic composer of 
piano music of the mid-nineteenth century, for more than 
Mendelssohn, Chopin, Liszt or Brahms, Schumann fills his works 
with literary allusions and the poetic moods of nature. 
Influence o£ the literary world. The fact that Schumann's 
literary talents came to the forefront is not surprising when 
one remembers that his early years were spent in his fatPer•s 
book shop. During his lifetime Schumann was better known for 
his contributions as a writer and editor than for his compo-
sitions. This literary bent to a greater or lesser deg~ee is 
shared by other composers of the era. Weber tried his writing 
skill at a novel, The Life of ~ Musical Artist; Liszt and Wagner 
both wrote many essays and books on musical subjects and other 
topics. 
One of the men of literature who strongly influenced 
Schumann is Ernst Theodor Amadeus Hoffmann who was a contem-
porary of Beethoven. The literary works of the accomplished 
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, writer-composer-illustrator, E. T. A. Hoffmann, influenced 
Schumann, Brahms, and Jacques Offenbach. Schumann's Opus 16, 
Kreisleriana, presents a musical image of the fictitious 
"Kapellmeister11 Kreisler. Proof of Schumann t s particular con-
cern with and stuqy of the literary personage of Johannes 
Kreisler is found in his letters mentioning the theory that 
Johann Ludwig B6hner (1787-1860) served as the model for 
Hoffmann's Kreisler. The title, ttNachtstt!cke", used for the 
eight pieces of Schumann's Opus 23, comes directly from the 
writings of Hoffmann where it is the title for eight romantic 
tales. 
In the correspondence and writings of Schumann the name 
of the German novelist, Jean Paul Friedrick Richter, is pro-
minent, and in the letters, Schumann affectionately calls him 
"Jean Pauln. Two novels of J. P. F. Richter, Flegeljahre and 
Sibenkaes, particularly influenced Schumann serving as the 
source of Schumann's dual personages, Florestan and Eusebius. 
The enthusiastic and vigorous Florestan and the dreamy and 
youthful Eusebius, inspired by Walt and Vult from the Flegel-
jahre, represent the two divisions of Schumann's mind. 
The DavidsbUndler. To further his artistic ideals 
Schumann created an imaginary sociaty composed of real and 
imaginary people. To the aforementioned Florestan and 
Eusebius, Schumann added a third personage, Master Raro, who 
poses as a scholar ever ready to give a poised solution to 
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the involvements of the two contrasted facets of Schumann. 
Hugo Riemann has advanced the theory that the name of "Raro" 
actually comes from a combination of ClaBA;_RObert. These 
three characters, plus any other real musicians or friends who 
shared Schumann's artistic views, were members of the David's 
League. 
The members of this society were pledged to rally around 
the progressive and genuine in music as opposed to anything 
which they considered mediocre or Philistine. For some time 
this society and the pseudonyms mystified the readers of 
Schumann's musical journal, Neue Zei tschrift fUr Musik; even 
though Schumann himself as early as September of 1836 wrote a 
letter to Heinrich Dorn in which he clearly stated the nature 
of the David's League. 
"The 1Davidsbund1 is a purely abstract and romantic so..;. 
ciety, as I dare say you have found out long ago. Mozart 
was just as great a member as Berlioz and you are, with-
out having been exactly nominated by a diploma. Florestan 
and Eusebius represent my dual nature, which, like Raro, I 
should like to melt down into a man. All the rest is in 
the paper. The other veiled characters are partly people, 
and much in the life of the Davidites is taken from 
reality.n3l 
The character piece. It is not surprising to see the 
character piece stand foremost in the creation of Schumann's 
piano works. The form is a simple one, usually of ternary or 
small rondo design which leaves the composer entirely free as 
to content. The precious lyrical moment or the burning passion 
rising suddenly can best be captured in the form of a character 
31Robert Schumann, The Life of Robert Schumann Told in his 
Letters, ed. and trans. May Herbert, p. 100. ----
• 
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piece. Alfred Einstein in his book, Music in the Romantic Era, 
uses the subtitle "Schumann's art: Fiery and Dreamyn at the 
head of a brief discussion of Schumannts piano l'1orks. Indeed 
this alternation from the precious to the passionate charac-
terizes much of his most creative music. The DavidsbUndler 
Dances present quite uniquely this vacillation between the 
eager Florestan and the demure Eusebius. Each section is duly 
signed by "Etr or "F" although sometimes they both collaborate 
on a single section both receiving credit. 
Not always are the individual pieces in the piano cycles 
so ~asily seen or divided so neatly. The Humoresque has some 
twent,r-one different tempo markings and there are many more 
double bars than twenty-one to be found. Upon careful inves-
tigation one can see that six or seven individual character 
pieces emerge. It is difficult to know whether or not to con-
sider the "Mit einigem Pompn as a separate piece, for it is only 
a little over one page long and serves only to remind the lis-
tener or the main thematic material before the final section of 
the work. ·The last part nzum Beschluss" or nin Conclusion", is 
clearly the only character piece with a title. 
Schumann's use of mottos. In the piano works of Schumann 
there are several examples of the use of mottos, i. e., the re-
presentation of names and places by transliterating the letters 
into a musical notation. In the first published piece of 
Schumann, Variations on the name "Abeggtt, there is a good sample 
.. ,. --em . 't •t • ., 
---
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of this motto writing. Schumann is said to have met a young 
lady by the name of Heta Abegg at a Mannheim ball, but it is 
rather doubtful that this work is addressed to her, for the 
dedication is to a fictitious Comtesse Pauline von Abegg. 
Nevertheless the representation of her name both forward and 
in retrograde is interesting. 
There are still other instances of this use of mottos. 
The last song in the Album for the Young is a greeting in the 
form of a miniature variation to Schumann's contemporar.y com-
poser-and friend from Denmark. The letters "GADE" are clearly 
indicated in the score over the first four notes of the melody, 
and this motto also appears in the bass part after the double 
bar. Then there are the Six Fugues on the name "BACH", each 
beginning vr.ith the name transferred to musical s.y.mbols, "b flat, 
a, c, b natural". The Carnival, Opus 9, affords the best known 
example of motto writing in Schumann's works, and perhaps the 
best known altogether. Shall we let the composer himself tell 
us of his plan? 
"The Carnival was mostly written for different occassions, 
and except~g three or four bits, is all founded on the 
notes A S C H, which form the name of a little town in 
Bohemia, where I had a musical friend, and which curiously 
enough are also the only musical letters in my name. I 
wrote the titles later.n32 
The little town of Asch, Bohemia, was the home of Ernestine 
von Fricken, a pupil of Wieck's and at one time the fiancee of 
32Robert Schumann, The Life of Robert Schumann Told in his 
Letters, ed. and trans. May Herbert, p. 133. -- --
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Robert Schumann. As the motto is used in this composition, it 
is a type of variation technique, for the central theme is used 
with its variants for each composition within the whole series. 
CHAPTER VII 
THE VARIATION AS A UNIFYING ELEMENT 
IN THE PIANO CYCLES 
Introduction. Even a cursory look at the list of Schumann's 
piano compositions will reveal the large number of works which 
may be classified under the general heading, ttpiano Cyclesn. 
Schumann definitely has a predeliction for such an organization 
of his compositions into a large unit. As the discussion pro-
gresses it will become clear that some of the extended composi-
tions are well cemented together as a unified group while other 
cycles are only grouped together in a free manner. 
The pianist faces a considerable problem sometimes in de-
ciding which sets of pieces ought to be performed as a whole and 
which sets are equally effective when played in segments. Indeed 
some of the single pieces from a long opus create a better impact 
on the listener if taken from the original context. Part of the 
value of this chapter, which attempts to explore the unif,ying 
elements exhibited in the various cycles, lies in the commentary 
it affords on the problem of performance praxis. 
Definition of the piano cycle. An immediate problem which 
arises in a discussion of the piano cycles is one of definition. 
Which compositions are properly included under the term "Piano 
Cycle"? There is a rather unclear conception of the meaning of 
this musical form. The two sets of Bagatellen, Opus 119 and 
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Opus l26, by Beethoven are usually cited as being the first 
compositions of this type. The Schubert Impromptus and 
Moments Musicaux and similar groups of character pieces by 
Mendelssohn, Chopin, Brahms and Grieg would be also included 
under this general heading. This meaning embodies the idea 
that any group of shorter compositions with the same general 
style and mood constitute a cycle. These little gems varying 
in number !rom three to twenty or more are grouped under a 
collective title or opus number. 
If this concept is recognized as definitive, one would 
have to come to the conclusion that all of these piano cycles 
mentioned above, and indeed most others, do not necessarily 
require a complete performance in order to be satisfYing to 
the pianist and to the listener. Rarely ever, for example, 
are the complete Songs Without Words by Mendelssohn or the 
Nocturnes by Chopin programmed on one concert. Most of the 
piano cycles of Schumann are not of this sort, but rather the 
shorter pieces possess an unusual unity within the group which 
makes a greater effectiveness when they are performed as an un-
broken collection of pieces. 
Coherence within the cycle. In contrast to the afore-
mentioned cycles by other composers, those of Schumann usually 
possess more organic unity; and, therefore, they are most ef-
fective when performed as a complete opus. The original idea 
of a cycle in the romantic sense stems from the song cycle. 
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The continued narrative or the related subject matter of the 
several poems of the song cycle gives coherence to the group 
of songs, and the music enhances this relationship among the 
several sections. There is no doubt that the composer, in 
most cases, wishes his song cycle to :receive a complete per-
formance; although many song cycles suffer dismemberment at 
the hands of singers who prefer certain songs or who want to 
make their own grouping. 
In the piano cycle the problem of which sets must be per-
formed intact and which sets are on~ loose collections is con-
siderably mer~ difficult than in their vocal counterparts. The 
pianist must investigate the individual cycle for evidences of 
unif.ying devices, whether these be programmatic connotations or 
purely musical links. It would be safe to assert that any cycle 
which exhibits these inner connections must be considered as an 
inviolable entity. Because Schumann often uses variation tech-
niques to help unify his piano cycles, this phase of his work 
forms an integral part of the general investigation of the works 
in variation form. 
Compositions to be studied in this chapter. The following 
compositions may be considered for our purposes as piano cycles; 
though not all of these works will be considered in detail: 
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1. Opus 2 - Papillons (1929-1931). 
2. Opus 4 - Intermezzi (1832). 
3. Opus 6 - DavidsbUndler Dances (lst edition, 1837, 
2nd edition, 1851). 
4. Opus 9 - Carnaval (1834, 1835). 
5. Opus 12 - PhantasiestUcke fUr das Pianoforte (Fan-
tastic pieces) (1837). 
6. Opus 14 - Concert without Orchestra or Third grand 
Sonata (1835, altered slight~, 1853). 
7. Opus 15 - Kinderscenen (Scenes of Childhood) (1838). 
B. Opus 16 - Xreisleriana (1838). 
9. Opus 20 -Humoresque (1839). 
10. Opus 21 - Novellettes (1838). 
11. Opus 23 - NachtstUcke (Night Visions) (1839). 
12. Opus 28- Three Romances (1839). 
13. Opus 68 - Forty-three 11KlavierstUcke 11 or Album for the 
· Young ( 1848) • 
14. Opus 76- Four Marches (1849). 
15. Opus 82 - Waldscenen, Neun KlavierstUcke (Forest Scenes) 
(1848, 1849). 
16. Opus 99 - Bunte Bl!tter (Leaves of different colors) 
(1836-1849, published as· a group in 1852). 
17. Opus 111- Drei PhantasiestUcke (Three fantastic Pieces) 
(1851). 
18. Opus 124 - AlbumblAtter, 20 KlavierstUcke (Album Leaves) 
(1832-1845, published as a group in 1854). 
19. Opus 133- Gesttnge der FrUhe (Morning Songs) (1853). 
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Many of these collections are not really apropos to our 
stuqy because they have no real organic unity or display no 
definite variation technique; but for the sake of completeness 
these works receive a brief mention. They include all those 
on the above list between Opus 23 and Opus 124. Using the term 
IIPiano Cycle" in its widest connotation, these must be listed; 
although there is little organic unity among the several sec-
tions except as they are character pieces in a particular style 
such as the Four Marches or a collection which happened to be 
published together like the Albumbl~tter. 
It is a very striking commentary on the compositional 
evolution of Schumann to observe that in the piano cycles 
stretching from Qpus 23 composed in 1839 and Opus 111 composed 
in 1851 there is not one group of character pieces which pos-
ses significant inter-relationships through the use of varia-
tion techniques or common thematic material. Only in the last 
completed work, the Morning Songs, do we find this return to 
the variation idea as a unifying device in the cycles of char-
acter pieces. 
Among Schumann t s compositions listed above there is a 
great variety in format. Some groups of pieces such as the 
Carnaval, the Fantastic Pieces, the Scenes of Childhood, the 
Forest Scenes, and the Leaves of different Colors and the Album 
Leaves are collections with a title for the whole cycle and 
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also individual titles for each section. The following works 
have only a Roman or an Arabic numeral at the bead of each in-
dividual piece: the Papillons, the Intermezzi, the Davids-
bUndler Dances, the I<reistleriana, the Night Visions, the 
Romances, the Four Marches, the Three Fantastic Pieces, and 
the Morning Songs. Still another class of cycle illustrated 
by the Humoresque bas no real break between sections except 
for the many double bars which indicate a pause at the end of 
a section but certainly no new beginning as if another piece. 
The Sonata, Opus 14, appears again in this list because the 
first three movements have common thematic material; thus it 
is a type of. cycle, or rather in cyclic form. 
Thematic organization of the Carnaval. The Carnaval is 
one of the most original and exciting compositions which 
Schumann bas written, and its basic organization is of great· 
interest not on~ as an example of the use of a motto but also 
as an example of variation technique. Schumann set forth his 
v1orking premise so clearly in this work that it is a good ex-
ample of the way be builds up a unified cycle fro.m a group of 
smaller character pieces. The subtitle, nscenes mignonnes sur 
quatre notesn, gives us the clue to the deciphering of the rid-
dle, and the silent "Sphinx" placed in the center of the compo-
sition indicates the three permutations of the four-note 
motive. 
._._.· .. _,__~~. 
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The best way to give an accurate picture of the organi-
zation of this work is to quote one or two bars from each 
section in which the unifying germ motive appears. The open-
ing 11Preambule" is a free prelude with a gay, festive atmo-
sphere, but the four-note motive is not present until the 
dances proper begin. Here follows an analysis of the Carnaval 
indicating the position of the "ASCH" motto in each section: 
2. 11Pierrot 11 Moderato (Eb Major), - French clown, his 
specialty is somersaults and handsprings. 
3. 11 (H)Arelequin 11 Vivo (Bb), A clown in a striped or che-
quered suit, always leaping. 
4. "Valse Noble", Un poco maestoso (Bb), A grand waltz in 
elegant style. 
5. 11Eusebius 11 , Adagio (Eb), The dreamy and reflective per-
sonage from the 11DavidsbUndler11 • 
----·----· 
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6. "Florestan11 , Passionate (g), The turbulent and impul-
sive side of Schumann's nature. 
7. "Coquette", Vivi (Bb), A flirtatious maiden seen at t he 
masquerade. 
8 . 11Replique 11 , L' istess o tempo (Bb ) , i mocking reply to 
Coquette given in her own style and closely related to 
No. 7. Two references to 11ASCI-III motto, in me as. 3 and 
in the last measure. 
9. "Sphinxs 11 , A silent representation of the three combina-
tions of the musical riddle. 
10. 11Papillons 11 , Prestissimo (Bb), Butterflies. 
11. "A. S. C. H. - S . c;. H. fl.. 11 (Lettres Dansantes), Presto 
(Eb), A gay diversion based on the letters. 
12. "Chiarinati, Passionate (c), A diminutive term referring 
to . Clara vlieck, then in her middle teens. 
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13. "Chopin", Agitate (Ab), An unmistakable tribute in the 
style of the composer, Chopin. The last two measures 
of the melody are here quoted. 
14. "Estrella", Con affetto (f), 'l'he Spanish -vmrd for star, 
referring to Ernestine von Fricken. 
15. "Reconnaissance", Animate (Ab, B, Ab), Unmasking so as 
to recognize each the other. 
.... _ 
-... 
,,. J( 
·- H T J 
16. "Pantalon · et Colombine 11 , Presto (f), One clmm in full 
baggy trousers and dainty Columbine in contrast. 
17. 11Valse Allemande", Molto vivace (Ab), A rapid <valtz in 
German style. 
11Paganini", Intermezzo, Presto (f), The brilliant technic 
of the wizard of the violin is simulated. 
"Valse Allemande", A return of the waltz completes the 
ternary form of this piece • 
• 
18. "Aveu", Passionate (f, Ab), An avowal of love. 
19. "Promenade", Con mote (Db), A walk or stately procession. 
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20. npause 11 , Vivo (Ab) , Gives the effect of preparation for 
the oncoming march against the Philistines. 
21. 1'Marche des 1 DavidsbUndler' contra les Philistins", Non 
Allegro (Ab, Eb, Ab), A vigorous attack of the David's 
League against the Philistines ~ho are characterized by 
the 17th century "Grandfather's tune." 
The variation nature of this whole cycle can be clearly 
seen in the way Schumann bases every one of t he character pieces 
on the "ASCH" motto though in a different rhythmic plan each 
time. Every composition in the cycle except the "Preambule" and 
the trio section of No. 17 subtitled 11Paganini" is then built 
around its own particular permutation of the motto . The follow-
ing table will show which sections are based on the various ver-
sions of the motto, 
A-~s-C-H (A-Eb-C-B) Nos. 2-7, 10, 14-19, and 21. 
A-H-C-Es (11.-B-C-Eb ) Nos. 8 and 20. 
As-C-H (Ab-C- B) Nos. 11 and 12. 
11.-Es-H-C (A-Eb-B-C) No. 13. 
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Compositions similar in construction to the Carnaval. No 
---- ------
other piano cycle exhibits unity through the use of a motto in 
such a complete way as Opus 9, but each of the thirteen char-
acter pieces of the Scenes of Childhood, Opus 15, have a de-
finite affinity for the thematic material using the notes of 
the theme which is presented in the first piece of the set. 
These delightful pieces are beautiful in their clear texture 
and deceptive simplicity. Obviously here the composer gives 
an adult conception of childhood memories which calls for the 
utmost in musicianship to perform them adequately. 
As is the case in so many of Schumann's cycles, the first 
phrase announces the thematic material on which the structural 
unity of the group of pieces depends. In the same manner as 
the Carnaval, let us examine the theme o£ each section of the 
Scenes o£ Childhood to see how the leading motives or melodies 
relate to the main theme announced at the beginning. 
Analysis of the Scenes of Childhood. The primary theme 
is the main unifying motive. A secondary theme, which we label 
ttBn, in contrast to the main theme, nAn, sometimes figures pro-
minently in the new theme formation of the subsequent sections. 
Attention is called to the notes £rom themes 11Atr and ttBif by 
means o£ brackets or encircles notes if the notes are exactly 
those of the theme. Here is the first bar or so o£ each com-
position in this set of miniature tone poems; 
---------- ~- ----------
1. "From foreign Lands and People" 
2. 11A curious Story" 
3. "Catch me" 
4. "Entreating Child" 5. "Perfect Happiness" 
-
I ,..A 
c r -., 
6. "An Iinportant E.'vent'' 
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7. ''Dreaming" (Tr!lumerei) 
A 
,::--------
B. "By the Fireside" 
( A 
9. "Knight of the Rocking-Horse" 10. "Almost too seriousn 
11. "Frightening" 
12. 11 Child falling asleep" 13. 11The Poet speaksn 
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In sections l, 2, 3, 4, 6, and B the actual notes "g, f#~ 
e, and dtt appear in that order, and in 4 and 6 the ngtr is 
omitted from the downward line. The opening leap of Theme A 
is not always, but usually, a sixth. The changing of the ini-
tial sixth to a fourth is forecast by the bass variant of the 
"A" theme found in measure nine of the first piece. Sections 
5, 7, 11, and 13 have this common variant of the main theme, 
i. e., a leap of a fourth at the beginning of the motive. 
Section 11 employs the dotted rhythm of "A", and the lfBit cam-
biata figure, more clearly stated in the lower voice of 
measures five and six, is followed by a descending line of "A" 
motive .. 
There are many poetic aspects of this cycle which enhance 
its beauty and meaning. It is fascinating to note that the 
two compositions which deviate the farthest from the theme are. 
"Dreaming" and "Child falling asleep .•~ In the last named piece 
the only fragment of the theme which can be recalled by the 
child as he slips into slumber is the upward leap of the sixth. 
The descending line following th~ sixth leap is continually in-
terrupted by the recurring ostinato on "btt. Do not miss the last 
soft remembrance of the theme in the next to the last bar before 
the falling of the ttf#" to ttett and the stabalizing of the ques-
tioning 6/4 chord by a final rran. 
' '·· 
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In many other interesting ways Schumann employs the tech-
nical aspects of the music to serve poetic ends. Almost al-
ways the notes appear untransposed in a similar manner to the 
motto of the Carnaval, but No. 10 transposes the motto to g# 
minor and No. 11 to e minor. The composer can indulge these 
more distant tonalities not onlY because of the climactic 
position of these pieces in the cycle but also because of 
the intensity built up in preparation for the tranquill ef-
fect of the original'tonality of "Child falling asleep.tt 
A further poetic allusion is seen in the use of the "B" 
motive •. In "From foreign Lands and People" the "Btt motive is 
prominently introduced at the beginning of the second section; 
Schumann calls attention to this motive in ••An Important Eventn 
• 
by the use of ttmarcato" signs over the double octave passage; 
and he again employs the ttBn motive in a hurried and elusive 
way in measures tivo and six of "Frightening". The poetic con-
notation of strangeness and excitement is thus portrayed ef-
fectively in several appropriate places by alluding to the ttBn 
motive. 
An epilogue entitled, "The Poet speaksn, does not use the 
actual notes of the main motive, for after all, has not the child 
fallen asleep? The melo~ is, however, a direct quotation from 
a previous section which used this theme, No.·5, "Perfect Hap-
pinesstr. Thus the composer indicates the happy ending of the 
whole cycle in a mood of pleasant repose, and nthey lived hap-
pily ever after. n 
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From the foregoing analysis of the Scenes from Childhood 
and the Carnaval the reader can discern more clearly the sen-
sitive poetical connotations as they relate to the inner 
delineation of a type of variation form. While these two 
cycles reveal Schumann's organizational techniques in a force-
ful way, the other cycles are also pervaded with similar ideas. 
Before a complete understanding of the organizational prin-
ciples of Schumann's piano cycles is brought to view, it is 
necessar,r to investigate some other cycles to learn of their 
structural unification. 
The unifying principle of the DavidsbUndler. The eighteen 
character pieces which comprise this work are brought together 
in a manner somewhat similar to the Scenes of Childhood except 
that the initial thematic material is not treated in so literal 
a manner. OVer the first .four chords of the score, Schuniann 
places a bracket and these words, "Motto von C. W. tt The ini-
tials are-those of Clara Wieck indicating that this composition 
was intended as a tribute to her. 
Important to our stud,y is the .fact that this motto .forms 
the germinal theme on which most of the eighteen pieces are 
based. Not always is the relationship perceived by a casual 
perusal, but in many of the individual pieces the motive is 
clearly Visible and audible. This is the opening period of 
the .first piece in the Davidsbttndler: 
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-
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-· 
-
The main motto is labeled "A"; the two secondar;y- motives 
are.called "Bn and ucn respectively. "B" is really only the in-
version of "A", which is clearly seen if the "b" in the bass is 
placed in a higher octave. The following outline shows how 
these motives serve as a common source for the thematic material 
for almost all of the character pieces in this set: (For this 
outline, the revision, which Schumann made in the year 1851, is 
used.) 
I 
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I - F and E, See quotation on the previous page for mo-
tives "A, B, & 0" 
II - E, "Innig", The topmost notes of measures 1-3 (d, 
g, g, f#). 
III - F, ''Mit Humor", Motto clearly audible in measures 1 
and 2 in 3/4 time. Note that the leap of a sixth in 
the motto is filled in by a scal&passage. 
IV - F, "Ungeduldigtt, The alto of meas. 1 & 2 (f#, (b), 
d, e#). 
V - E, "Einfach", Motto in retrograde (d, a, a, b) in 
meas. 3 & 4, rhythm of motto kept intact. 
VI - ·F, "Sebr raschn, B & C mottos throughout section. 
vn - E, "Nicht aebnelltt, }iany allusions, but no direct 
connection of the main theme of VII with mottos of I. 
VIII - F, ttFrisch", Three notes in soprano derived from A 
with repeated note tied here. 
JX - No initial, lfLebhafttr, Dotted rhythm and fall of a 
second taken from A motto. 
X - F, nsebr raschll, Motto not at beginning, but announced 
twice in ttsfzll notes in meas. 45-47 • 
. XI - E, "Einfach", No direct relationship with the themes 
of I. 
XII - F, ''Mit Humorn, Opening melody features leap of 6th 
(d to b) and fall of 2nd (d to e). 
XIII- f & E, '~ild und lustig", The B Major section clear~ 
features the leap of a 6th followed by a falling 2nd 
as in motto A. 
XIV - E, nzart und singend", Leap of A confined to a third 
but the 2nd follows. In the alto of this piece motto 
A is presented clearly (b, e, e, d). 
XV- F & E, "Frisch", A motto the basis for the main melody 
beginning in meas. 12. The opening measures serve as 
both a prologue and an epilogue. 
XVI - No initial, "Mit gutem Humorn, Contains no direct re-
lationship to themes. 
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XVII - F & E, "Wie aus dar Fernen, Theme related to A, but 
leap is downward (f#, ell, (d), c#, b) • 
XVIII - E, ttNicht schneun, After the introductory two meas. 
the leap of a 6th begins a new ordering of the theme 
components from all three motives anno~ced in I. 
Don1 t mia~ the last allusion to the theme beginning 
in the bass seven measures from the end. 
In this work the element of contrast between the sections 
is emphasized because of the poetic connotations made more 
plain in the first edition in which Schumann prefaced many 
pieces with progrannnatic notes and signed them with "Ftt for 
Florestan and "E" for Eusebius, or with both pseudonyms. It 
is significant that the parts which are signed in the first 
edition by the drea~ Eusebius are those which are the furth-
est removed from the germinal motive. In the lyricism of the 
melodies spun by Schumann to represent Eusebius, the original 
thematic ideas tend to be veiled and inaccurate; whereas the 
alert and fiery Florestan makes a dynamic use of the nc. W .n 
motto which is more to the taste of Florestan anY1vay. 
The DavidsbUndler Dances and the Variation. The rela-
tion of the various sections of the DavidsbUndler to the main 
theme can be seen clearly from the preceeding analysis; al-
though it cannot be concluded that the various pieces are as 
closely connected as conventional variations or even as the 
Scenes of Childhood. These dances present a new aspect of 
Schumann's piano cycles in that he uses a brief motive in a 
freer manner than in the Carnaval with its strict "ASCHR motto 
iii - - - --- - - --- ----- -
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idea and in a less literal way than the Scenes of Childhood 
with its oft repeated references to the theme. 
Still, however, the clear pointing out of the motto by 
the composer, the po~tic connotations, and the subtitle, 
1tEightaen Characteristic Pieces", all point to the fact 
that this composition is a cohesive unit which is most ef-
feeui~e when performed as a whole. Although the effect of 
the composition is one of kaleidoscopic variety, yet the 
adherence to a central thematic content ties the work to-
gether in the same way that the freest variations cluster 
about their theme. In passing, note the fact that Sections 
V and XI are loose variations within themselves. 
Similar structure of the Intermezzi. Because the or-
ganization of the Intermezzi resembles the DavidsbUndler 
outline closely, on~ the differences will be noted along 
with a skeleton analysis. There is no motto such as the 
one marked no. W ·" in the DavidsbUndler, but instead there 
are several obvious features of the thematic material in the 
opening bars of Section I. 
The thematic ideas have their distinctive features. In 
both the soprano and the baas the half step is the on~ melo-
dic fragment, and this is repeated four times. A leap of a 
minor ninth, the equivalent of a half step only an octave a-
part, precedes a downward diaton~ thrust in a dotted rhythm. 
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This melodic line sounds almost everyvrhere in the manner of 
a fugato . The measures follm.;ing the "Piu vivon on the 
second page indicate Schumann 's intention to use the half 
step in the form of the chromatic scale lus a fourth jump. 
These melodic ideas pointed out, plus the notes of the motto 
"Heine Rub • ist hin •• ·" found in the middle section of II, 
form the melodic backbone of these Intermezzi. 
If one follows tbe accents placed in the score, there is 
little difficulty in locating the strong affinity vJhich the 
ne1r1 ideas of each section have f or the central thematic core. 
There are both actual quotations of the themes as we have ob-
served in the Scenes of Childhood and also reorganizations of 
the basic elements of the themes as we noticed in the Davids-
bUndler. Because there are so many allusions to the basic 
elements of t he main thematic material in so few measures, the 
opening bars of "Intermezzo V11 are quoted here: 
D 
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The passage just cited serves as an example of the way 
in which one of the intermezzi relates to the theme. The half 
note figure in the right hand is clearly pointed out by the 
accents, and the melody in the left hand consists of the half 
steps interrupted by the leap of a· fourth. Especially inter-
est:i.ng is the way the ''Meine Ruh 1 ist hin • • • Jt motive 
crowns the phrase, being played by the pianist's left hand 
crossing over the right hand. 
The general organization of these six intermezzi pro-
vides a direct parallel to the variation form not only in the 
use of common thematic material but even more in the function 
of the various sections. Sch~1n indicates his intention to 
have the middle four movaments played without break by direct-
ing nattacca.n after Sections II, III, and IV; thus leaving I 
and VI detached from the rest. Even though ttintermezzo Itt 
forms quite a complete piece in itself ending with a complete 
cadence and even.a fermata over a rest, the theme elements of 
the whole set appear making this first intermezzo function as 
a traditional theme for variation. 
The central four intermezzi replace the normal v~ria-
tions; and in their relationships one to the other they cor-
respond to the classic model of variation form, for each sec-
tion strays progressively further away from the theme except 
the last one.~ "Intermezzo vn, which clearly reminds the 
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listener of the theme. At the end of this section there is 
a final sounding cadence and a fermata over a rest as after 
I. Then It Intermezzo VI" with its brilliance and its head-
long rhythm in compound triple time, contrasting with the 
air,y lightness of the "alternativon in the center of the 
movement, provides a fitting "Finalett for the whole work. 
Unlike the finale of the Symphonic Etudes, this intermezzo 
I 
is filled with motives from the theme and with actual quota-
tions of the thematic material as used in the preceding 
parts. 
Many of the cycles show the aforementioned plan of 
over-all organization similar to that of the theme and var-
iation form, but the Intermezzi more strikingly correlate in 
function to the variation fo~ than do the other cycles. In 
face of such a magnificent formal organization, who could 
program one of these "Intermezzi" or a selection of several 
sections from this opus? 
~hematic organization of the Kreisleriana. The construe-
tion of the Kreisleriana resembles that of the DavidsbUndler 
and the Intermezzi in the way the sections are thematically 
interrelated, but there are several basic differences. The 
individual sections of this work are longer than those of the 
DavidsbUndler, and the internal structure is more fui~ devel-
oped making the pieces somewhat more independent from each 
other. Although the works are of approximately the same 
length, the Kreisleriana seems to be the weightier of the 
two compositions because it is less sectionalized and the 
content is larger in scope. However, one can see from a 
closer look at the thematic evolution that this cycle is al-
so a unified composition. 
The thematic material as presented in the first section 
of the Kreisleriana is more varied than the opening section 
of the DavidsbUndler, and the important motives used in the 
subsequent parts are derived equa~ from the texture of the 
right hand and the thematically important bass. The motives 
of the right hand figuration are the rising half step, an 
arpeggio figure and a row of three ascending diatonic notes; 
and the left hand theme is characterized by an upward leap of 
a fourth with a continued upward line, partly diatonic and 
partly chromatic. 
Measures five and six contain an additional figure that 
is important later in the composition, an upward leap of a 
fourth plus a dolinWard half step returning to the same note. 
In measures ten and eleven this pattern is inverted. Even in 
the theme there is an interesting variation on the main thema-
tic material based on the inversion of the figuration of the 
~oper parts of the theme. 
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Section II is a small rondo form with tvro nrntermezzilt 
intervening the reocurrences of the main section. All of 
the parts, except the intermezzi, are variants of the theme 
announced in the first eight bars of this section of the 
piece. The leap of a fourth and the diatonic line following 
are plainly visible in measure six through eight. Both 
''Intermezzi I and IIJt contain clear quotations of the bass 
motive announced in the theme though in diminution in the 
former and in this rhythm, .0 .J .J , in the latter. 
"Intermezzo TI" features Schumann's favorite contrapuntal 
device, imitation or canon. 
Section III grows directly out of the theme pattern of 
the bass motive in I. In the right hand figuration the up-
1vard leaping fourth and the upward line is easily recognized 
in the accented notes, while the retrograde version of this 
theme appearsocin the bass,--the rising line first and the 
fourth afterliard. The trio and the coda of this section are 
based on scale passages occassionally preceded by a fourth to 
give an allusion of the theme. 
In Section IV the half step, which was prominent in the 
right hand figuration of I, is very prominent throughout this 
free arioso movement of great beauty. The theme of this par-
ticular portion of the piece is altered successively, almost 
like a continuous variation interrupted only by the trio. The 
bass part of this section contains many fourth leaps followed 
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by a short diatonic line thus relating this passage undeni-
ably to the theme. 
The fugatos which make up the "A" section of number V 
create a sprightly yet mysterious atmosphere with its leaping 
figures executed "Vivace assai" and "Pianissimo". But do not 
think that the theme is here intelligible; for everywhere ap-
pear the half step figure, the leap of a fourth, which is 
sometimes altered to an octave, and the scale passage after 
the leap. Although there are many other occurences of the 
theme, the one at the beginninf; is particularly interesting. 
The reference to the theme in Section VI is found in the 
alto voice with this interesting change from the original; 
the four diatonic notes head downward and the fourth leap at 
the end also is in the same direction. Except for the begin-
ning "c'', the notes in the new key of Bb Ma jor are exactly in 
mirror technique. The trio secti on in 6/8 rhytr~ begins with 
another permutation of the theme as used in the lowest voice 
of Secti on III. 
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The first four notes of Section VII reflect the main 
motive plus a descending line also in the uppermost notes of 
measures one and two. Of special interest is the combina-
tion of the motive pointed out in measures six and ten of the 
theme with the leap of the fourth as found in measure nine 
and onward. 
As its own particular variant' of the main motive, Sec-
tion VIII emphasizes the half steps in the rising line, 
change~ the rhythm, and leaps the fourth both up and down. 
The "B" Section beginning after the second double bar also 
claims as its inspiration the main motive with its own par-
ticular extension. The last part of Section VIII marked 
neon tutta forza" serves as a coda for the composition. Here 
are brilliant passages with an emphasis on the dotted rhythms 
so frequently used by Schumann to build a climax. In the 
typical "Schumannesque" style, the composer places a sly in-
ference of the theme in the concluding notes of the composi-
tion. 
Inner unity of the Kreisleriana. Thus we have seen in 
the Kreisleriana a continuation of the variation principle 
used to weld together the eight aparently disparat~ sections 
of this composition. The use of the main thematic material is 
not as abstruse as in the DavidsbUndler because Schumann brings 
the motives to view in an easily recognizable way. While the 
inner connections of thematic material in the DavidsbUndler is 
----------------------~--- -- ---
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primarily for the satisfaction of the composer and the student 
of the work, the thematic relationships of the Kreisleriana 
are audible to the keen listener. The use of the theme-derived 
motives in this work is far from pedantic. On the contrary, 
the manner in which Schumann forges his material into fresh 
ideas for each successive character piece is clever and very 
effective. 
In general character the Kreisleriana is reminiscent of 
the Symphonic Etudes both in content and in the treatment of 
the thematic core. As we have already seen in the discussion 
of the Symphonic Etudes, Schumann carried the variation tech-
nique to the boundary line between a set of variations and a 
cyc~e of character pieces; and to be sure, some of the "Etudes" 
are not as close to the traditional variation as some of the 
sections of the Kreisleriana. But this piano cycle now under 
discussion certainly exhibits a close relationship to a cen-
tral theme and partakes of a true variation idea because each 
section rather consistently presents its own variant of the 
thematic material. It is as if Schumann is writing a set of 
variations with no theme stated in a formal way. By the time 
one has finished a reading of the composition, a complete con-· 
ception of the theme has been portrayed. An apparently erratic 
"Kapellmeister" Kreisler thus possesses an underlying inner 
unity. 
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Humoresque, another cycle With the ~ structure. The 
Humoresque, Opus 20, is so similar in construction to the 
Kreisleriana and the DavidsbOndler that it is not necessary 
to analyze each section here, but a few general observations 
will suffice. As we previously mentioned, the Humoresque 
has no real break between sections except for the many double 
bars which indicate a pause at the end of each section. Even 
though the numerals are not placed at the beginning of each 
separate piece as in most of the other works studied in this 
chapter, yet the composition seems to be conceived as a group 
of such character sketches. 
Upon examination of the internal evidence of form, common 
thematic material and cadences, seven divisions can be dis-
cerned as follows in spite of the twenty-one ~empo changes in-
dicated throughout the work~ 
I - "Einfach" (Bb) beginning on page 1. 
II - "Hastig11 (g) page 8. 
III - "Einfach und zart11 (g) page 14. 
IV - 11 Innig" (Bb) page 18. 
V - "Sehr lebhaft11 (g) page 20. 
VI - "Mit einigem Pomplf (c) page 24. 
VII - nzum Beschluss" (In Conclusion) (Bb) page 26. 
The organization of the Humoresque is not nearly as close-
ly knit thematidally as the works previously analyzed; never-
theless there is a definite use of the two prominent melodic 
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ideas presented at the beginning and at the first tempo change. 
Three important facts indicate that this.work is intended by 
Sch\!11\ann to be perfomed as a unit. The lack of prominent 
divisions is noticeable between the various sections; there 
are many references to the main thematic material; and the 
last section is entitled "In Conclusion." 
Schumann's awareness of cyclical form. It is surprising 
to find so many cycles which are all organized on the same 
basic principle; namely, the formation of thematic material in 
each section around a theme which hardly exists in a formal 
way except as a group of motives which can be reformed to suit 
the needs of each section. From evidence gleaned from the 
letters of the composer, one must conclude that to some extent 
this use of a loose variation technique is deliberate and can-
scious even though the content is primarily lyric and poetic. 
Here follow three quotations from Schumann's letters with 
regard to one such composition, the Novellettes, Opus 21: 
"I have never written so thoroughly from my heart as just 
lately; three books of 1Novellettan' (pretty long, con-
nected, adventurous stories).n33 
"I have just published four books of Novelletten; they are 
closely connected, were written with.great enjoyment, and 
are on the whole light and superficial, excepting one or 
two bits, where I go deeper.n34 
33Robert Schumann, The Life of Robert Schumann Told in his 
Letters, ed. and trans. Hay Herbert, p. 1$2. ----
34Ibid, p. 101 
... 
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"I have composed a frightful amount for you during the 
last few weeks--jests, Egmont stories, family scenes with 
fathers, a wedding; in short, charming things, And I 
have called the whole 1 NovelletY9n', because your name 
is Clara, and 'Wiecketten' would not sound well •••• 
In the Novelletten you appear in every possible attitude 
and situation and all else that is irresistible in you • 
• • • In3~hort, better things might be made; similar ones, hardly," ::> 
These passages from the letters of Schumann are quoted to 
convey the idea that these inner connections are not just 
hermeneutical ideas, but that the inner relationships of the 
thematic material are intentional on the part of the composer. 
Because Schumann especially states this idea in connection with 
the Novellettes, let us examine the themes briefly. 
Inner connections in the Novelletten. A descriptive ana-
lysis will serve as a guide in pinpointing the thematic material 
which lies in common between the eight character pieces here 
entitled "Novellettes•. In the first nNovelletten the melody 
is not as clearly stated as in the succeeding pieces; but after 
one discovers that the theme features a downward leap of a 
fifth immediately followed by a rising diatonic line, then it 
is easy to see the motives in the bass melody in measure one 
and its inversion in measure four. At 'the beginning of each 
new piece the same melodic design appears as the basis for the 
individual composition, 
35Robert Schumann in Frederick Nieoks, Robert Schumann; a 
~plementary and Corrective Biography. (New York: E. P. DUtton 
an Co., 1925), p. 2ol. 
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Some of the interesting variants from the main theme are 
the descending chromatic line followed by the fifth leap in 
the opening bars of II, the fifth leap at both the beginning 
and the end of the diatonic line in III, the two fifth. leaps 
at the beginning of the melody of v, the four repetitions of 
the motive in the soprano of VI which alternate between the 
use of a fourth and a fifth leap, and the piling up of a num-
ber of leaps before a long diatonic descent of an octave in 
VII. 
Each one of the "Novellettesn has the rondo as the basic 
formal design with a double ntrio" effect (ABA C A), and 
often the contrasting sections are also based on the central 
motive. The trio of I has the fourth leap as the second in-
terval, the rising diatonic line plus a quotation from bar 
six. In the "Intermezzo" of II the first notes are the motto, 
and the upper notes of the run are the motto in retrograde. 
When the first section of II returns, the bass shoWs the 
theme twice in crab canon form with the rhythm prominently 
expressed in I. The contrasting sections of VI in Db, of 
VII inA and of VIII in Db are based on the theme alcio. 
The "Continuation" section on page fifty-two makes use 
of the motive, but the grand coda of the work entitled "Con-
tinuation and End" is, for the most part, unrelated to the 
theme in the same manner as the "Finale" of the Symphonic 
Etudes. Interestingly enough one can see a theme reference 
in the last measures of the bass. 
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Before considering Schumann's last piano cycle, there 
are three of the early examples which we must look at briefly. 
Although the Papillons, Opus 2, was projected as a set of 
variations in one group of early sketches, Schumann uses al-
most no variation technique in the completed composition. 
The beauty of this cycle lies in its freshness of concept and 
in ita lovely balance of contrasting ideas, but variation 
principles have nothing to· do with the inherent organization 
of this work. 
The eight Phantasiestttcke. The sections of the Fanta~ 
Pieces, Opus 12, tend to be mora· independent as character 
pieces than any cycle up to the Nachtst11c~ Opus 23. After 
perusing the other cycles and studying their unifying prin-
ciples, it is a temptation to read into the score a thematic 
similarity beyond a logical interpretation, but except for 
the noticeable interconnection of the main pieces by the com-
mon use of diatonic melodies there is no basic variation tech-
nique. The work as a whole is intended to be performed at 
one time because the subject matter is reJ.a.ted, because the 
various sections are beautifully arranged for contrast and unity, 
because the key relationships are close (Db, f, Db, Db, f, c, f, 
F), and because the final piece 11The End of the Story11 , serves 
as an epilogue for the whole set. 
~ Phantasie, ~ cyclical composition. The Fantasy, Opus 17, 
exhibits some variation principles in the first three movements 
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which were originally designated as "Ruins", "Triumphal Arch", 
and Star Pictures". The first and third sections are closely 
related thematicallyJ indeed the main theme of the third move-
ment is a diminution of the opening melody of the composition. 
While the form is akin to the sonata-allegro, the movement 
is essentially monothematic because all themes seem to grow out 
of the single melody announced at the beginning. There is lit-
tle real development of the theme, but rather ~ repetition .in 
a varied form with a melodic, rhYthmic harmonic or figural 
change or a combination of such changes. The second section 
designated •Im Legenden-Ton" is such a clear example of varia-
tion !ol'lll that it is listed and discussed in Chapter v, which 
deals with more direct examples of variation form, 
The last piano cycle. The Oes!lnge dar Frtlhe returns to 
the cyclical unification by means of common thematic material 
after a period of fifteen years in which Schumann did not use 
this form. As the creative powers of this master composer 
were waning, it is not surprising to see him return to a former 
construction in an ecclectic way trying to recapture some of 
his powerful compositional successes, 
Because of its unique position among the works of Schumann, 
a brief analysis is in order, The second song is definitely a 
variation of the first one as if it were taken !rom a theme and 
variation work. The remaining three sections are related to 
the thematic motives of the first one in much the same· manner 
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as the earlier cycles. In Section II, for example, the notes 
of the first two measures of the meloqy coincide with th~se 
of the theme announced in Section I except that in two in-
stances the notes are interchanged. In the first theme state-
ment the theme reads: a, d, b, e, f, g; while in the second 
song the notes are: ~' ~' b, e, ~' !· The melody of IV is an 
almost exact mirror of the opening measures of the primary 
theme; although $chumann uses a different rhythm than that of 
the theme. 
The harmonic· plan of the melody of the theme repeats 
itself quite literally several times in different tonalities 
or on different scale degrees, and this plan is followed in 
each of the sections. In all five of the songs there are two 
main climactic points which occur over the second inversion 
of the tonic triad each time and generally at the beginning 
of a theme entry. 
The form of the indiVidual sections of this work is in-
teresting, for four of the five sections exhibit some type of 
variation form. The first ~orning Songn consists of a theme 
of eight bars with three variants and a brief coda. The se-
cond section is a variant of the theme in a simple song form,--
A, B, A, B, The combination of the rondo and variation under-
lies the structure of III thus: A, B, A', C, A0 , Coda. The 
fourth song of the group has only two variants of the theme. 
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In the concluding song Schumann returns to the contemplative 
mood of the first song, and he employs the same formal de-
In conclusion. Now that the survey of the piano music 
is complete it is possible to take a comprehensive view of 
the subject, "The Use of Variation Technique in the Piano-
forte works of Robert Schumann". This close examination has 
revealed a far more insistent and widespread use of varia-
tion techniques than is generally averred. In fact, the var-
iation is lifted to the first position of importance as the 
most significant unifying principle of the longer piano com-
positims. 
Schumann seldom employs the developmental.technique'in 
the classic sense, but continually he remodels his thematic 
material as if he were improvising new ideas from the theme 
before him. The theme for h:lm is an active, groWing group of 
motives which serve as a catalyst for new ideas instead of a 
static entity to be decorated. This dynamic unfolding of the 
theme possibilities is an inherent feature of Schumann1 s.piarto 
style Which pervades all of his art, Even in the forthright 
variation works Schumann seldom just ornaments the theme in a 
decorative manner, but rather he reconstructs the significant 
elements of the theme into something newly creative. 
In the variations discussed in Chapter IV and in various 
other short sections in strict variation form, Schumann demon-
strates that he can adhere to the formal elements of a thema 
if he chooses. More often, however, Schumann uses the theme 
as a springboard for a new theme; and the hannony, rhythm, 
form, or other theme characteristics may or may not be re-
tained. Ey avoiding the types of variation which were common 
practise during the classic period and by shunning the vir-
tuoso style of variation writing used by most of his contem-
poraries,. Schumann succeeded in revivifYing a form and tech-
nique which had persisted for centuries especially in keyboard 
music. 
As the variation principle is used in the strict varia-
tions and in the movements of some longer compositions, so 
the variation technique in an extended form becomes the most 
common formation principle of the long compositions made up 
of smaller components. The use of the motto •ASCH" in the 
Carnaval is generally recognized, but unfortunate~, the uni-
t!cation of some of the other piano cycles by more subtle 
means often remain unnoticed. Such a beautiful gem as the 
Scenes of Childhood glows with a fresh luminosity when viewed 
in this new light. 
When all of the lists of compositions considered in each 
chapter are added together, it Will be seen that few works re-
main outside of the orbit of the variation techniques. Almost 
, 
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two thirds of the piano works of Schumann are included in 
this study as having significant variation features. And to 
make the point even more emphatic, it must be noticed that 
many of the lesser known and infrequently performed works are 
among those missing from the roster of variation-influenced 
works, while almost all of the better known and most creative 
pieces possess variation features. 
Fully two-thirds of the piano compositions of Schumann 
were composed before 1840, the year of his marriage to Clara 
and the year of great emphasis on the song. Even though this 
is true, yet a disproportionately large number of the varia-
tion works and those employing variation techniques appear 
among the early opus numbers until Opus 28. The three pieces 
written toward the end of Schumann's career,--Children Sonata 
No. l in Q Major, Opus ll8a, Morning Songs, Opus 113, and 
Variations ~ ~ original Theme in ~Major, Posthumous,--
revert back to the simple and more direct style of variation 
writing found in the sketch books and the early works. The 
piano pieces in the Schumann catalogue from Opus 32 to Opus 
126 are mostly potpourri collections some of which were com-
posed over a considerable period of time finally being pub-
lished as a group. 
In the use of variation techniques Schumann stands unique 
among the romantic composers of his time. Herz, HUnten, 
Czerny, and Moscheles were producing reams o:f' variation works 
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in the virtuoso style, but Schumann was little infiuenced by 
the prevailing decadence in the art of variation writing. 
Schumann's immediate predecessors, Weber and Schubert, and 
his contemporaries of note, Chopin and Mendelssohn, wrote 
many sets of variations which are primarily ornamental and 
lyrical. Among all those who practised composition in the 
variation forms, Schumann remains pre-eminent because he 
brought about a metamorphosis in this field. Later composers 
such as Brahms, Franck, and Jj•Indy owe much to the genuine 
contribution which Schumann made to the evolution of the var-
iation form and technique. 
An English authority on romantic piano music writes 
these words in appreciation of the relative importance of 
Schumann's variation techniques: 
"How Schumann treated variation-form is historically of 
same moment. How his preoccupation with the writing of 
variations influenced his whole art of composition is a 
matter which is of sufficient interest to stimulate in-
vestigation, and which must form an essential prelude 
to the study of his style as a composer o.f piano music. n36 
36Kathleen Dale, "The Piano Music" in Schumann, a Symposium, 
ad. Gerald Abraham (London: Oxford University Press, !952), p. 12. 
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